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FREDM THE lemma

THE LAW OF SELECTIVE GRAVITY:

An object wiil [sit in such a way that wfll' do the most damage.

And apart from that, not a lot to say this time, so I’ll save my hrainpower for
churning ou t  the  res t  of this  i s sue .  i s t i l t  haven’ t  had t ime to wr i te  up the  Wales
Teievision Association article and to be honest, I don’t think I have ait the facts on this
short-lived company. Half the facts ldo  have appear to conflict,  anyway- We are also
promised some other articles but they haven’t materialised yet! For that reason we
have relied fairly heavily on our regular authors this time, not that there is  anything
wrong in that, but we do like to see new writers.

I must  say thanks, though, to those of you who supported the swapmeet at
Wolverton on Juiy i'th. The weather was absolutely ideal, the company congenial and
the museum surroundings praised by all. I t  was very pleasant to see all o fyou wim.
turned up but the telephone collectors seemed to out—number the W enthusiasts.
In view of the success of the event it will definitely be run again, probably twice a year,
spring and early autumn, and]  hope more people will wish to take stalls in future.

I am sure the next t ime round i t  wiil  be bigger and better; in the meantime
special thanks to Steve Harris of "On the  Air" for waving the flag and to our longest
distance visitors, Jac Janssen from Holiand and Stephen Maitland from Kinghom in
Scotland - and to everyone else who camei

Andy-Emmerson
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LETI'ERS, WE GET LETTERS

From Graham Nutt, Basildon:

I spotted your ad- in the NBTVA mag. I had
considered myself to be the odd isolated
"lunatic" l have a deep interest in the old
405 line system although only seeing it briefly
on my own modest collection of early "W's
(Bush 9" m2,  Pye B l  6T 9" table model,
Ekco T346 9", Pye B i 3T 9" consolel Bush
T‘v‘fil l4" and a few VCR9i-type home-
constructed sets (Simplex, etc}.

Because I only really became a fan
quite late on in the service and also I was too
young, it would be nice to get them all going
as at the moment they all display a blank
raster. I have dabbled with a 625-405
converter: results - nil! Still, I am looking
forward to reading 405 Alive.

From jiirgen Falter, Aachen:

Would it be possible for someone to offer
interesting TV programmes on the 405 line
format for sale? Also, it would be interesting
to have a column in the magazine where
people described problems they
encountered repairing various TV sets.
Perhaps other readers could submit
solutions in the next issue.

Two very interesting points, Jl'iirgen. it would
indeed be nice if someone sold these
recordings but there could be copyright
problems. i believe some tapes are circulating
among collectors. though. As for the idea afa
forum for TV faults, yes this is an excellent
idea and I 'll be happy to print these.

From Timothy Davies, Swansea:

Are there any Scophony TV sets preserved
anywhere?

Any answers?
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From Tony Heightman, Great Bentley:

You might be interested to know that l was
one of a three-member team that designed
a 'straight" 405 line TV receiver for
manufacture by a small firm in Ciacton-on—
Sea in l94i', followed by a superhet the next
year. I ioined the then Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company Research Department
at Great Baddow, Chelmsford in l 950  and
did advanced development, mainly on
scanning circuits for wide-angle tubes, in
support of English Electric TV set
manufacture in Aintree, Liverpool.

Around l951 l marred over to studio
equipment development and amongst other
things, worked on various bits of the design
ofthe Marconi Hark Ill to Mark V cameras. I
was promoted subsequently and was in
charge of the Waterhouse Lane television
labs where the Hark'li'l to Mark VIII {amen-as

were designed.

Some research, still unpublished and
perhaps of interest to 445 enthusiasts, was
done in Harconi’s in  the late 505, when
television standards to replace 4'35 were
being debated and 625 lines was one of the
contenders. We looked at a number of
alternatives, amongst which was sequential
(Le. not interlaced} 405. This might have
seemed extravagant at that time in terms of
the bandwidth (fiMHz) and line scan
frequency [2DkH1]! but in picture quality,
especialiy on moving subjects, we iudged it
to be superior to interlaced 625 lines. Later I?
did some work on 405 line adapted NTSC
colour W, at a— time when the BBC were
radiating experimental test transmissions on
that tentative standard.

After 59 years in radio {I built my first
radio set when l was ten) I am still serving on-
various committees of the CCIR, mainly;
working on international standards for digital
television.
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From David Baynes, 1li‘i'inlatoen:

[Your editor recently passed on to David a
home-made set in a strange — and rather
crude - cabinet made of 33'8" piywood and
wondered it he could identify it 3

i've identified the wooden cabinet TV - it's
a 1'In"'it~':wrnaster of I949-5'D vintage. It does
work, however. it‘s fixed-tuned to channel
54 and being a TRF it is no easy task
retuning it to B I .

The circuit is really simple: as I
mentioned before, it's a TRF empioying
EFSDs except for the first RF valve, which is
a Z??lEF9I . The sound section tends to
follow radio practice: a single EFSB TRF
amp, a doubie diode triode DHEHEQ?’ as
detector and AF amp. The output valve
could be a 6V6 or EFfilKTfil The timebases
are very simple, each employing SKIS
thyratrons, the frame output vaive is a
Mazda GPIS, the line output valve a Mazda
EPZB. No  efficiency diode appears to be
employed. For the EHT the flyback pulse is
stepped up by a winding on the line output
transformer and rectified by a seienium stick
rectifier.

The CRT is a GEC 9" 6994 triode.
The  power  supply employs a mains
transformer for the heaters and a half-wave
metal rectifier for the HT. All in all quite a
nice simple design for home construction.

This letter is printed as {a} i t  is a useful
description of the Viewmaster and (b) it gives
me a reason to mention this set. After the last
war there were many people who wanted
television but coal-sI not afford a "shop" set.
Several designs were published for home
construction. either using war wrplus RF units
and radar tubes [green screensi} or new
components. Wireless World and Radio
Constructor were just two of the magazines
which published series of articles, which were
later reprinted as booklets, and these booklets
turn up often at swapmeets and in second—
hand bookshops. The Viewmaster design was a
commercial enterprise and sold as a pack of
circuits and fiJll-size constructional blueprints.
and you could then buy the parts separately or
as a kit from various suppliers. Because the set
was a TRF design, separate packs covered the
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London and Midlands versions.

Many lundreds. perhaps thousands, of
these sets must have been built and ifyau find
an add set in a comercial but "not quite shop
qualitf' cabinet. it may just be a kit-built set.
AE.

From Br ian  Henfor th ,  Sandyford ,
Newcastle upon Tyne:

i 'm  very interested in  o ld  programme
material - especially from the '605 to mid
'Tfls. Tyne Tees are currently re-running
their "Flashback“ series which is a regional-
only locally-based version of "The Rock 3:
Roll Years". 1|villery good it is too (I missed it
the first time round). Last Monday's (I960-
65} featured a brilliant extract of a video
recording made by TIT of The Animals in
the studio in I965, though thiswas cut short
owing to difficulties at the start of the
programme. Typical! i did tape it, however.

i feel everyone should get together
and beg Tl'T to produce a few
commercially—made videos of their early
material - theydoafter all havealot, ifnot
every minute of their opening night in
january I959 on video tape!

i also have their original ident on
tape- "Tyne Tees Television Channel 3'! It
starts with an anchor which zooms in to 3
"T"s with “TYNE TEES“ at the top and
"TELEVESION" then "Channel 8“ below.
"CHANNEL  3" used to be fit-up in blue
above their main entrance at their City Road
stufios (fifteen minute walk from here}.

As regards renovation, my two sets
using the Thorn Hill] chassis {dating from
I96? 8: I968) have proven to as reliable as a
modern set, prooi that a. bit of tender loving
care when it comes renovation can make an
old set as good as, if not better than, a new
modern one {they're a damn sight better I’d:
say!). Great to switch on, let it warm up and
watch without worry! I don’t think any
other set from that era can be as reliable -
after all, the  l4flfls do use the iellypot
LOPTX which more or less never faiis -
even after 24 years! llifilne point i feel
relevant for INS-line use is to change the
405 scan correction capacitor C | 03 to ll-t‘laIr
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working. The Ferguson 3655 gave superb
results on 405 lines and good on 625. Of
course being 625 onlyr at the moment via the
tag 43-44 mod, results are superb on 625,
but a switch can be fitted to enable 405 or
615 via the tag 43-44 connection, giving
perfect results all round.

From Ray Whitcombe, 9 |  Winchester
Avenue, Kingsbury, London, NW? 9TA:

I made a visit to the recent to the recent
telecommsHDS line swapmeet, and although
my main interest was a day out with the
family and the 405 fine event, l was taken by
the great support telecomms history has. I
have also an interest, but did not think that
the technology would have much following
apart from the Bakelite coliectors. I was a
bit disappointed in the 405 content, but this
was made up by the telephone equipment
on display both in the swapmeet and the
museum. in fact I made a few modest
purd1ases. A thing that has been in my mind
for a long time has been the construction of
a simplified Strowger exchange
demonstrator; just a two—motion selector
and line selector plus a couple of telephones.

_ On the television side; although not
405 line! some years ago I rescued a colour
TV from the bin; it is an I i inch portable
which uses VALVES {i.e. vacuum FETs or
Vacuum Tubes), in fact there are only three
transistors in the whole circuit!!!!! {in the
UHF tuner and one of the sound lFs, a
BF l 94}. The rest is tubes!!! It employs the
simple PAL system; in fact it must be one of
the few examples of this. I managed to
correct the many faults that had been
inflicted by people who call themselves
service engineers; and now it operates-
reasonabl'y' well. However, i would
appreciate some real info on the set; could
anyone help? All 1 know is the name on the;
cabinet which is KUBA PORTA COLOR.
KUBA was a German firm that I am told no
longer exists {not SABA);
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TELEVISION NEWSREEL

TELCAN VIDEO TAPE RECORDER

jeremy jago advises a specimen of this machine exists in the industrial history museum at
1|Ii'iiollaton Park, Nottingham.

in addition, i learn that a colleague has a Wesgrove and Snell VTR, together with
contemporary recordings. So this means that both machines survive.

VINTAGE RADID CIRCLE

The Vintage Radio Circle held its fifth swapmeet at Cricklade [near Swindon, V'Ii'ilts.) on Sunday
llth May. This was the first time your editor has attended and the organiser, Geoff VViiliams is to
be congratulated on running a relaxed and pleasant show. Bill Journeaux, Terry Burnett and Pat
Hildred put on a display of old TVs and programme material, and a fine time was had by all.
There are several of these events a year, normally with about 2U stails, an auction and a bring—
and-buy table. Admission is by ore—paid ticket only: for details send a SAE to VRC, 23 Barton
Lane, Cirencester, Glos, GL? EEB.

CABiNET RESTORATION

Terry Burnett was explaining at Cricklade how he re-finished TV cabinets. Parts of the "trick"
was to remove all traces of old furniture poiish and wait before trying to touch up scratches,
appiy new finishes, etc. He says .there are a number of polish removers you can find in the shops.
Failing this, for smaii scratches, some aerosol "AF Spray" from the TV workshop is a good soivent.
You spray some on, rub away the poiish with a rag and then apply scratch filler polish {Topps or
whatever}-

His complete formula for restoring wooden cabinets is as foilows, though he points out it
doesn't wori-r. for aii finishes. In particuiar he says you wouid best fly out these methods on a part
of the cabinet not normally seen: we don't want any disasters and certainly would not take any
responsibiiity for the ideas set out here.

Anyway, here goes- { I}  Remove thick muck with a brush or cloth, or else foaming
cleanser spray {but don't leave this spray on for long]. {1} Use AF spray to remove oid' poiish. {3)
Hub in stain or Topps scratch polish. {4} Build up finish with french polish. [5) Smooth this off
with T—Cut or Brasso. {fl} Buff up with duster.

KE RACOLOUR TV

John Murrey says he has one of these sets {mentioned in LETTERS last time). Apparently they
were sold through Harrods and only lflfl were produced. The cabinet was made of glassfibre,
sprayed an off-white colou r. and inside was a 26" Decca colour chassis. Apparently the Beatles
bought one and it may be glimpsed in one of fi'ieir films, probably Help or Hard Day’s Night.
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john says the set is extremely large and heavy, too large in fact to go through most
people's front doors. His set had to enter through the patio doors, and he reckons the size of
these sets made them virtually unusable andfor unsaleable.

SOME TII~‘IEL"I~"r AD‘VICE

As the warmer weather approaches, this is a good time to remind our readers that playing a
portable TV or transistor radio in the garden is bound to annoy your neighbours.

Another way of upsetting them is to hang your dustbin lid in the middle of the night.

RECORD SHOP

I know several readers collect 45 rpm singles of W theme tunes. A good specialist second-hand
record shop, which sorts these carefully and doesn't charge outlandish prices is SOUNDS
ORiGINAL at 266 Northfields Avenue, Ealing, London, W5. They are opposite Northfields
underground {Piccadilly Line} station and their phone number is GBI $40 562 l .

CAMBRIDGE MUSEUM

A leaflet for the Cambridge Museum of Technology says '.-. the electric pump room also contains
a coilection of early electrical equipment. including radios and W5, many of which are associated
with the locai firm of Pye.” The museum is open on the first Sunday of each month from 1-400 to
”GE and on some bank holidays. it is located in Cheddars Lane {beside the River Cam, just off
the A45 Newmarket Road- Telephone DIE3~6365D.

if anyone visits it, perhaps they couid tell us if there's anything of especiai interest.

BERLIN MUSEUM

i have recently been in touch with the Transport and Technology Museum in West} Berlin:
Among the exhibits they have a Baird Televisor, also a pre—war Marconiphone mirror-lid T‘v" set.
in addition they had a fine l938 Philips console model, serial no. I ,  but this went missing in l9?32
and has never been seen since. They are located in Trebbinerstrasse 9'. Over in what was East
Berlin, the Postal Museum has a fine Fernseh mirror-lid set and the standardised E l  receiver.
Both museums are worth visiting ifyou are in Berlin.

MYSTERY BAIRD SET

The photos show an imposing. Baird set with MWIS’W radio and a- pull—down rolier shutter over
the screen. The set bears a serial number 4?? and'was- purchased by its owner in l946. He asked
if we could establish its year of manufacture.

A check in the various receiver surveys of [933}? modeis 'a'l thepress showed no set like
this, nor did it show up after the war, when Baird sets were somewhat utilitarian, to say the
least. Ray Herbert. who is the last surviving member of Baird's pre—war ted'inicai staff, does not
recognise the set either. However, he says that none of the pre-war sets were made on a-
production line basis, all being more or less hand—made. It was not momrn-on to produce one-
off "Specials" for directors of the company, and this is what I think the set is. I- would say it dates
from |938f9 therefore, unless someone else has a differa'lt idea.
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REGISTER OF i’flE—WAR SETS

it really wouid be useful to know how many sets were made before the war and how many
survive. Andrew Denton has turned up an interesting article (supplement to The Wireless 3:
Electrical Trader, August 26, i939} which indicates the total manufactured was in excess of
20,000. I n  fact M r  C .  0. Stanley, (Pye Ltd, also chairman of the television development sub-
committee of the Radio Manufacturers Association] said that 20,000 vision sets had been sold in
the past l 2  months and the dealers’ goai was another 40,000 in the next six months. The latter
figure was of course never achieved because of the war, but it is reasonable to expect that the
total number of sets sold between $936 and l939 was more than 20,000.

i f  we counted all the sets surviving in private hands in the UK, Germany and the USA, plus
the examples in museums in Britain and Berlin, we might come up with 50 or so. Ken Brooks, a
new reader but long-time collector, suggests we should compiie a register, to be kept under
conditions of confidentiality. I'll be happy to accept anonymous phone calls and unsigned letters,
indeed any thoughts on this matter, and aii letters will be passed on to Ken. His article on page 3 i
expands this line of thinking.

RADEI TV

A reader wrote in to point out that channei 6 was already in use by the lTA's Sandy Heath
transmitter at the time Radex TV made their announcement. In fact it wasn't [quite]! and no
doubt Radex's advisers had not learned of the lTA’s intentions. Prior t this time the frequency
was reserved for radio—astronomy observations.

CHANNEL I 4

Plenty of speculations have been received on this matter but no hard facts! When we get a
definitive [or even authorative) answer we'ii publish i t  here.

LIME GROVE CLOSES

The BBC's Lime Grove studios in London are to close: the last live broadcast was on june l3.
The Beeb is celebrating the closure {having a wake?) on Bank Holiday Monday August 26 when {l
gather] a whole day's programming on BBC2 wili be devoted to the output of Lime Grove {to be
called The llGrove Family - an in-ioke to viewers with long memories}- Nothing has been
pubiished yet but it is worth marking the day in your diary and checking Radio Times nearer the
event.

NEW VIDEO RELEASES

i don't want to steal Steve J'ames's thunder but it looks as if the BBC are releasing a torrent of
old programmes on sell—through video Steptoe and Son. Doomwotch, Adam Adamant Lives and:
a load more - even Pogies' Wood! The original LWT On fl1e Buses appeared on June I? too, on:
the The Video Coliection labei - not W.H. Smith's own one [though Shoestring is on Smith's}.
You can order On the Buses - three classic episodes by ringing 08l-313 T32l and quoting your
credit card number.
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BBC RESCUES THUNDERBIHDS

Not my cup of tea but perhaps yours. The BBC is to show 32 sixty—minute episodes of
Thunderhirds following a deal struck with ETC Enterprises in Los Angeles. The classic puppet
series wiEl show on BBC! at 6pm on Fridays this autumn, reports the Television Week trade
paper.

The rather unusual Baird TV (believed to be a special set made for a director of the compamr}.
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PICTURE PAGE

by Steve james

All the latest video reviews

NOTE ALL TAPES AAE yrs Ann can AROUND no UNLESS orumwss worse.

ADAM ADWT LIVES! - BBC VJDEO

Usually the mere mention of this title in the company of someone who was around at the time
provokes a toe-curling rendition of the theme time. originally sung of course by Kathy Kirby {who
indeed has been known to have much the same effect on her listenersI). Thus we can deduce
that this was a well received, or at least well remembered series.

The premise is that Adam Adamant {played by Gerald Harper in a style which is not
dissimiiar tojeremy Brett’s Sherlock Holmes) is living as a suave adventurer-type Gentleman in
l901. We first meet him at a rather posh society Do, where he receives word of a damsel in
distress. Despite warnings, he goes to the address in question and of course falls straight into the
hands of a waiting fiend who. deciding that death is too good for him, proposes to place him in
suspended animation. The last thing Adam sees is the face of the girl who betrayed him. The
next thing he (and we) know. it's l 966 and some demolition men have just unearthed a rather
strange coffin .-. Our hero is taken to lmspita! to thaw out and promptly escapes, stumbling
outside into the modern world. Suddenly he is confronted by London at night - racing traffic,
neon lights and mini—skirted girls. At least he didn't have to contend with decimalisation! He is
rescued from what is something of a culture shock by young Georgina jones. played by iuliet
Farmer.

Some classic scenes follow - Adamant is a gentleman of the old school (quite literally} and
takes some time to come to té'rrns with the permissive society of the i9fifls. You can imagine
what he makes of the iocal swinging discotheque! Marvellous stuff.

Quality on this first episode is excellent. it being a 35mm telerecording. Episode 2 [where
Adam has lost some of his inhibitions. and is driving a Mini, registration AA iflflfl!) is a 16mm
recording, so quality is down a bit.

Later episodes of the series exist on 35mm, so we can deduce hopefully that the BBC
plan to release more volumes in the correct order. Definitely something to look forward to!

DOOMWATCH - BBC 1'il'FII'JEliJ'

Back to the heady days of early BBCI colour. Back to the days of "fl-ital)!“ colour separation
overlay. Back to the days of peopie wearing neck-scarves, offices with mustard coloured walls
and hushed aluminium table lamps!

Beginning early in [910, Doomwatch concerns the activities of a crack team set up to
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protect the Earth from threat bytechnology or industry. Some genuinely imaginative storylines
were used, and the programme was the beginning of a long career in television for Robert
Poweli.

Nice touches indude the use of Michael Aspel and james Burke in mock tv coverage of a
space launch!

Two volumes are available - grab them now. Certainly not something you would have
expected to turn up in the shops.

ON THE BUSES - LWT {THE 1'iIFIDEfl COLLECTION}

This has only just appeared at the time of writing, so Lhave not yet had a chance to view the
tape, but of course we ail know what to expect!

Rather like Up Pompeii, this is one of those tapes that you wouid have thought should
have appeared ages ago. So far all that has been released is the two spin—off films "Mutiny on the
buses" and “Holiday on the buses", so it's going to be nice to see the genuine studio stuff at last.

The three programmes on the tape are from l9?fl. If they are complete, they should
begin with the old mustartflolive green London Weekend logo — dare we hope-3!?

Shouid you need reminding, the cast consisted of Stan {Reg Varney}, Mom {Doris Hare},
Olive {Anna Karen}, Arthur (Michael Robbins], Jack {Bob Grant] and of course, complete with
Hitler moustache, Inspector Blake {Stephen law-is)-

DR WHO- THE HAR'I'NELL YEARS; THE THOUGHTON YEARS - BBC VIDEO

These tapes should make for nice coilectors editions. Each tape forms a profile of the Doctor,
and to some extent, the actor in question.

The Hartnell tape (presented by Colin Baker} includes various rare ciips and aiso some
compiete episodes which are aii that's left to represent various stories. In Hartnell's case, we are
treated to the Legi first programme ever of Dr Who. The first story, "An Uneartt Child" was
repeated 3 week  after it's initial showing (the death of President Kennedy having upset
programmes schedules substantiaily}. The second performance is the one usuallyr shown and
indeed was issued recently with the other episodes of the story on one cassette. The real
version shown here however is far superior! The whole performance is tighter and the script
much more aggressive (too aggressive?} and there are some very significant script changes, which
are illustrated by showing scenes from both Episode Ones for comparison.

Both this and the Troughton tape {presented by jon Pertwoe} make very interesting
viewing indeed. Most of the narrative will be a littie tedious to the very serious collectors, but at
least they wiil gain good prints of "missing" [BBC term for wiped, burned, lost etc etc} episodes.
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BOOK REVIEW

POPULAR TELEVISION IN BRITAIN, edited by john Comer. BFl Pubiishing, l9'9|. ISBN 0-
35 i?fl—2?D—B paperback, £9.95. Hardback edition aiso availabie.

Unlike many W nostaigia pubiications of late, this is not a picture book. In fact its compiler would
not cali it a nostaigia hook, since it is sub—titied Studies in Cultural History, but I suspect most
purchasers will not be reading it soieiy for educational reasons. There are one or two illustrations"
but not many and they are thoroughly outweighed by the I ?  1 pages of solid text.

For this is an academic book, written mainly by academics: in fact it is a collection of
essays edited by a Lecturer in the School of Politics and Communications Studies at the University
of Liverpooi. This is not to say Popular Television in Britain is a duil read, however. Yes, these
are serious articles by serious people but there is plenty of fascinating facts and severai deep
insights into what made television a magicai spectacie in the fifties {the period covered ends in
IQES}. There are even some iascivious parts, including the underlying meaning to Giibert
Harding's on—screen fiirtations with Nancy Spain-

if Nancy Spain's name means nothing to you, read this book to find out who she was, and
if you can remember when Gilbert Harding was television, then it will be a delight. Either way it
may re—create a little television magic of the fifties - a not so innocent age as we may care to
think, reading this book. {AE}

HISTORICAL iOURHAL 0F FILM, EADIO AND TELEVISION

To my shame I was until recently unaware of this publication, even though it was estabiished in
l9fl l .  It is pubiished three times a year by Car‘fax Publishing Co., PO Boat 25, Abingcton, Berks,
OXH SUE and costs around £45 if sent to private addresses, double that to businesses. Thus it is
clear that this is an academic journal, supported mainly by corporate subscriptions.

issues 2 and 3 of i990  contain a series of articles on German television before i 945,
concentrating on the programming (not the technicai} side. If this topic interests you, it wouid be
worth checking this out. It's a pity that we don’t have such an academic study of eariy British-
programming or do we? Prove me wrong! [HE]
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USA REPORT

by Andy Emmerson

Eariier this year I was fortunate to spend a fortnight in the USA and neediess to ‘say, | indulged
the television hobby while I was there.

Question: Why are cult shows like The Avengers not so "cult” in the USA? Answer:
Because they never stopped showing them! Seriously, with the multiplicity of channels in the USA
and the need for programming to  fill them, it is quite understandable that old shows are
continually re—run (somewhere or other, possibly not in your area or "market" as American TV
people say). While I was in Chicago there was plenty of old shows to watch — Leave it to
Beaver, [ dream of jeannie and so on, and reaily they weren't much worse than some of the
new stuff!

You can find some old W shows on seli-through video in many video and record stores.
shows like Secret Agent [Danger Man to you and me}, Robin Hood, The Twilight Ione,
The Outer Limits and quite a few more. If you are prepared to go to a specialist nostalgia shop
you will find many more. Also, by reading magaIines like Filmfax [also sold in Britain} you can
find mail order stockists who sell lots of [95135 and EDS shows.

Hore questions: Why can you find old British programmes such as The Avengers and
Robin Hood on sell-through video tape in the USA and not in Britain? Why are The Avengers
on such an obscure label? Ancl whyr is Robin Hood to be found on so many different labels? The
answer lies in the peculiar copyright situation in the USA: the foilowing is what I was told, so I
hope I have it right.

For a startI copyright is for shorter periods than is common in Europe and has to he
renewed when it expires. For some old films and TV programmes the copyright has expired,
either because nobody remembered to renew it or because it was never applied for in the first
place. As a result, these old films fall into what is known as the I‘puhlic domain".

This means that anyone can sell them on videotape and indeed that is exactly what
happens. Some firms make a decent iob of it and try to use original Ifimm prints, while other
"back street‘l operations just make copies of other people’s copies and the nett result is
somewhat variable. in all cases, though. the prices are iow because there are no royalties to pay.

So we end up with the crazy situation where you can buy these old programmes in the
USA, but the vendors cannot sell them by mail order into the UK market. So don't ask Shokus
Video to send you Robin Hood to Britain because they’ll feei honour hound to decline- The
interesting thing (for trivia fans} is that their episodes of Robin Hood have an alternative, longer
opening sequence in which the Spinning text is the name of the programme's sponsor, not The
Adventures of Robin Hood.

While I was over there I did try t o  find people who dealt in the actual l émm film
recordings [rather than so-so video copies) o f  oid programmes, but was completely
unsuccessful. I know there is a lot of the stuff about - many TV stations have basements full of it
and it surfaces over here all the time - but I couldn't find out where. Even in a place as big as
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Chicago, there wasn't a si1g|e shop catering for cine film oollectors (aocorcing to Yellow Pages).
It seems as ifthe cine hobby has died a death over there.

There are a number of people who collect old Ws and hence a few dealers. IKline ofthem took a place in the world's largest radio and electronics flea market, at Dayton, Ohio. Thisjust has to be seen to believed: seven acres of individuals and traders. It opens at six in themorning, too! just to walk round takes the best part of a day. Of course, not all of it is vintageradio, most is amateur radio, but I managed to find several items to make my trip worth while (Ifound several old magazines and brochures on television from the lms).
We only magazine for vintage W collectors, Sight Sound Style ceased publication awhile back but the hobby is by no means dead. l visited one collector in Portland, Oregon whohas a fine collection of both This and radios. He had just sold a pre—war Baird TIB set (it was inhis basement awaiting shipping} and also had a Bush m2 (inevitable, I suppose!}. He had severalveryr early American sets, also a huge first—generation colour set by RCA. Perhaps the most styishitems in his large collection were a couple of Philco Predictas and the very first model of W madeby Sony, a little 3" portable of I962. In fact he actually had two of the latter {but only has one

now!}.

CIRCUITRY FROM THE PAST

by David Boynes

Readers of 4fl5 Alive will have heard of the Pye "Continentall series, which appeared in I956.Like the preceding models, the VT I? "Luxury I?" and the earlier will"? series, I had hoped thatthe example in my possession would feature the advanced circuit elements such as fine flywheelsync and gated AGC along with other refinements like a white spot inverter and three IFamplifier stages for both sound and vision.

However, my set had none of these, in fact a typical cheapskate |95lis circuit isemployed: direct line synchronising and mean-level AGC, along with a single IF amplifier using acommon soundl'vision stage followed by single vision and sound IF stages. Nevertheless, the setgives a good bright picture: the CRT is a Mullard HW‘l-Bl'69. Although the definition is not as good
as on the more advanced sets like the WI  T series, i t  is still quite acceptable to viewers. Theobjectionable thing I find is the lack of DC restoration, that is the back level varies with picture
content.

The set does have good interlacing as it employs a field sync clipper stage.
All in all, the P‘ye Continentals are impressive—looking sets. Collectors could look out alsofor the 2 l" versions and there is a I4" model which actually employs the W4 chassis. The cabinetis rather large, featuring a dark finish along with lacquered brass trim. the occasionally-usedcontrols are concealed behind a door between the main control knobs below the picture display:the loudspeakerls) are mounted on the side.
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4 _ BRITISH RADI'D AND TELEVISIUN Amusr, 1952

MODEL 926

068801: TELEVAIJIE
will  help you

GEES- TA}: PA ID

This superb reeeiver has proved itself to be a best
seller on PERFDRMANCE and PRICE in all present
transmission areas. WEtWUE Steekists  will find it

Best fear the West trim!
See us at Earls Court, Stand 3?

A. C. Cass-or Ltd" Com-Jr Home. Higiibury Gnu-re. _'II.-'.:'--

Please quuta British Eadie and  Iain-feign. Villa “plying tn  adeenisers' annulmeements
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QUATERMASS RE-EXPERIMENTED

by Dicky Hewett.

I saw something today that I hadn’t seen for 38 years. I attended a public screening, at the
National Film Theatre, of Rudolph Cartier's allegedly memorable and oft-quoted BBC
production, The Quatermess Experiment. But how "memorable" did this seriai turn out to be?
Was  the  p rog ramme 's  r epu ta t i on  we l l  dese rved ,  o r  was  i t ,  i n  r e t r ospec t ,  a seve re
disappointment? To iudge,  al l  that  now remains o f  tha t  famous p roduc t ion  a re  35mm
telerecordings of the first two episodes. Little enough to go on, but as it turned out, more than
enough to assess.

i first caught sight of this seminal science fiction shocker at the time of its originai iive
transmission in |95 3. As a spaceship-mad seven year old, l was ailowed to stay up for the
Saturday night broadcast. I sat fearfully in front of a little 9 inch Eltco W set, but I must confess
that in the event, I peéted mostly from behind a larger 32 inch cushion. The programme ieft me
with a lasting impression of larger than iife antics down Bernard Quatermass's way. Of what the
programme actually looked like, I have no memory.

My recent series of articles in What Video magazine [issues dated August and September
I99 I}  about the work of the BBC's Film and Videotape Library prompted me to seek out some
old TV. The British Film Institute's vintage W season at the NH- were running a teierecording of
The QUfltEffTIflSS Experiment. My interest weli and truly aroused, I secured a ticket for the
lIfgiisitermoss screening, not so much to re-live a vaguely remembered and rosy television
experience, but more to contrast past television techniques and technicalities with the modern
equivalent. l was also interested to gauge a modern audience’s reaction to the show.

The 35mm film recordings of "The Quatermass ExperimentlI (in fact only the first two
episodes were ever recorded] now stand as probably less than ideal copies of early I 950's
television picture quality. Because of a dearth of recorded images from the period, these two
examples. retained in the National Film Archive cannot be judged fairlyr as "the norm". Coupled
to which, film recording from even a high quality monitor wili degrade the best of images,
producing a result akin to looking through a dirty window. In fact the Quetermoss telerecording
is technicallyr poor, compounded by pitifuliy crude studio technology. The enormously enlarged-
telerecorded Image projected on the NFF screen ampllf ed brutally, all the faults associated with
early 4fi5—iine technology.

The Quotermoss Experiment was produced at Alexandra Palace and the pictures sourced
from elderfy Emitron oameras. 0f pro-war design, these quaint—looking single—lens machines {6'31
inch, maximum aperture f3 } were capable of producing sharp and mellow images. {T he fiim
recording briefly showed this: I say "briefly' because the recording was so dark and contrasty. it
was difficult to determine much detail. The line structure was not visible suggesting that the
method of recording was the "suppressed fieid“ system where only 2G2 '1": iines were retained, the
gaps "spot wobbled'fr.

Even by the late l94fls the Emitron camera was considered redundant, technologically
but the BBC continued to use these intractable madwines well into the l95'Us. As a consequence
producers and performers had to  adapt their techniques by buiidingshows around the
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hardware. The insensitive Emitron camera suffered from a serious lack of depth of field [if three
people were framed close together at a slight angle, only one could be 'm iocus at any given time).
To ameliorate this, as evinced by the recording, actors were Einecl up in groups and
photographed head on. Emitron cameras also produced "shading" probiems, caused by spurious
electrons within the pick-up tube, casting dark and Eight patches on the screen. This anomaly
necessitated continual on~air adiustment. This was probably unobtrusive on a 9 inch screen, but
on anything larger, the impression was of a slightly unstable and constantly flickering picture. The
film recording exaggerated all these aberrations, including curious "blips" {sync disturbances}
every time there was a shot change. However, due credit must go to those pioneer production
cameraman who had perfect control of their wayward apparatus- The floatermoss camera
handling was spot-on every time, with scenes correctly framed and focussed, {despite the
Emits-on camera viewf‘mders being mere optical boxes, presenting an image upside down!)

The Quotermoss Experiment captured the nation for six weeks. This technicaiiy
unsophisticated production for ail its studio faults, was considered, at the time the ultimate in
television tension and terror. But would Rudolf Cartiei"s production now work the same magic
on a seasoned |99fls NFT audience? A tough test indeed.

With the lights dimmed, the packed auditorium sat in bemused anticipation as the Hoist—
aided title sequence fiamed away in letters ten feet high. The majority present had probably
never caught sight of the series in its television form, {aithough many were familiar with the
cinema versions). The opening scenes were very dark and indistinct, giving rise to muttered
dissatisfaction with the picture quality- A little later there was laughter over some unintentionally
witty dialogue "The rocket has crash—ianded safely, south of Croydon!" But graduaily, the spell
was cast and the story unfolded. A story about three astronauts who ride into space, but with
only one of them returning, eventually to be transformed into the famous creeping-crawly
cactus—handed horror. Silly surff, but the recording transcended its imperfections and soon the
NFT audience was hooked, rendering them silent and stiii. Disbeiiei had been suspended and for
a brief hour we were afi gripped. fie precisely the programme had done, 38  years ago.

* Dicky Hewett writes for What Video, Complete CD and Camcorder User magazines.

LATE ITEMS
ii Doug Bond’s articie on page 20 looks farniiiar, this is right: we did use it last year. But
as some new material has been added, it seemed appropriate to reprint the originai
words. ‘

We note that Jasmine Bligh, one of the original BBC television announcers, died-
on July 21, aged 78.

A letter in the August issue of astronomy Plow suggests that at least in theory
our eariiest television transmissions are now being watched by some advanced:
civilisation fifty—plus light years away. ljust hope that they are not so advanced that
they have thrown away their 495 line sets. though presumably they could synthesise a
suitable receiver under software.

And talking of software—programmable devices, National Semiconductor has
released a sync pulse generator [C which (they say) can be programmed for any line
and frame standard the user desires. This sounds interesting and we have sent hill data
to our technical guru, David Boynes for evaluation. Details to foliow
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TRADE TEST MEMORIES

by Malcolm Burrell

l enioyed reading Frank i’eplow's story and recollections of Test Transmissions. Perhaps I can
embellish, slightly.

During a "restirg' period' In l962 I watched lTA a lot and enjoyed the Schools production
by Associated-Rediifusion {"London'5 Television”) of Romeo and Juliet [which featured the young
jane Asherl]. But I ako watched test transmissions.

Every fifteen minutes, certainly from the Croydon transmitter, the [TA would aitemate a
"contrast" picture with Test Card “C". Now, this picture varied from day to day but was usually
a view of Tower Bridge or the Sphinx - the latter being my favourite and an extremely good
check of biack ievel due to the tone of the "animal" itself.

Yes, i remember Herb Albert, but does Frank Peplow also recail certain “pop" records
around l95? with test transmissions on lTAI “The Little Lady from Luxembourg", and, of course,
surely the tinkling piano of Geuge Shearing around IQGZ.

Certainly from the sixties onwards, the ETA had a policy of replacing their set of LPs every
six months - they needed it since they frequentiy got stuck in the groove after about four
months! During the seventies, of course, they seemed to use the same boring tape but the
sixties did swing, didn‘t they?

Where BBC test transmissions were concerned, a contrast picture was broadcast bearing
the caption "BBC Trade Test Transmission". Most engineers hated the music with the little dog

- barking — it seemed to mock them when struggling to diagnose a nasty fault!

ANOHAUES

Around [953-59, the BBC closed test transmissions between i and 2 o'clock. During one
lunchtime period Test Card "C'_' was broadcast without its "BBC" identification but with the letter
"A" printed In one square. A couple of apparently deliberate marks were also scrawled on it.
The brief transmiSSIon was also asyncl‘a'onous. Why? i don t know. There was, incidentally, no
audio.

About HES, the IT A tended to advocate the use of 405 lines for colour. ABC broadcast
a special transmission form Croydon to the House of Commons. Now, the BBC. were obviously-
committed to  615 lines colour (they already had BBCE tests in colour} but one day test
transmissions were briefly interrupted with some 405 lines colour bars on Channel 1. By the dot
pattern, they were almost certainly PAL Did- they get their act together as well on- 495?

NOTES

The BBC seemed to discontinue test card transmission - even on BBC2 - between I and 1
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o'clock every day (a lot of field engineers kept working, though) and transmitted pulse and bar
signals. This continued untii the late sixties.

Early BBCE colour transmissions used the monochrome Test Card "C" for the first hour
then reverted to Test Card l1F“i'rom IDJJD am.

There were no WA or BBC test transmissions on a Sunday. However, line sawtooth was
often broadcast together with black level from early morning, certainly on W. One Sunday
morning a switch must have been thrown because part of programme appeared in vision only.

FTA stations originated their own test cards and were helpful in superimposing transmitter
information e.g. "Test Transmissions wiEl be interrupted. lfl.{}0 - 14.66". The station engineers
were very good. During a strike around i963 the test card was radiated throughout the evening
untii lflflfl  pm. The iTA even had a caption "An Announcement ls Being Made in Sound Only" to
superimpow on Test Card "C".

[Editor's note: this article was written quite some while ago but got stuck in a time warp {in the 405
fiiing cabinet}. Sorry, Malcoimi]

And because that it may be some things be omitted which you
now instantly call to mind, blush not to declare it here before
you be deprived of that you have written Uohn Norden]
Editor's note: Apart from being dragged next door to watch the Coronation and the occasionai
"Watch with Mother", I did  not start my viewing until l 956 .  Aithough this made a significant
impact on me, my recoliections are fading fast and I am not abie, as Fir Norden of a previous
century suggested, to set down anything useful. However, Doug Bond has a good memory and
has written a first-class articie, which originally appeared in the Test Card Circle's magazine. I
have added some extracts from contemporary booklets in the hope that they may stir some
memories. And now

BACK TO THE FIFTIES

by Doug Bond

i 953  saw the coronat ion of H .M .  Queen Elizabeth II, and in  order that  peopie who iived in
North East England could watch the ceremony, the BBC brought forward its plans for the
opening of the Pontop Pike transmitter, so that transmissions began toward the end of May. My
parents decided that television was going to be “a good thing", and so a l4" model was installed in
our house in West Benwell. {I was iust approaching my l3ti1 birthday at the end of june). i was
immediately enraptured by the concept of television broadcasting, and from time to time, i used
to switch on during non-scheduled transmission time fast to see what was happening. At most
times the answer was "nothing" apart from a snowstorm. Cine never-to-be—forgotten morning.
however, there was what I remember describing to my mother as "a pretty pattern with a-
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horrible noise”. This was later to be identified as Test Card “(2" and tone. Obviously, for the first
few months of transmission, Pontop Pike must have radiated this locally, for it was some months
later before I discovered the defights of the original Demonstration Film.

This film was shown daily {except Sundays} between I000 and I200, and consisted oi an
introduction to the television service with Sylvia Peters ([000 - 10l 5}, Test Card "C" and music
( I 0  I 5 — l030}, a guide to children's television, byjennifer Gay ('one of the Children's Hour
announcers"}(|030 - F043}, Test Card l“C‘I and music { I043 - IDSB}, an item about the first
continental exchange of programmes between Britain and France in |950 ( l  058 - | l l3}, Test
Card "C" and music { l | 13 - l 120}, the story of the spread of the television service across
England, Wales and Scotland {I IEB - l I40), Test Card "C" and music (1 H0 - l 155), and the
motor car interference suppressor film {I £55 - l20'0]. Th sequence never varied‘, nor did the
Test Card "C" music and it was my understanding at the time that the music was, in fact, on the
sound track of the film. I seem to recall that for the first few months, the transmitters closed
down at |200 and did not re-open until |500, when there was Test Card l*C" and tone until
|508, followed by blank screen and silence until l5 l0 ,  tuning captions Until IS I 5,  then
programmes until |615. The only time this varied was during the week before Christmas, when
the Test Card and tone were broadcast betvveen l400 and 503. When programmes finished at
lo I 5, there was blank screen and silence until lolfl, and then Test Card I'C" and, usually, music
until MS 3. The next seven minutes followed the same sequence as I 503 - l 5  l 5. Children's
Television began at IT00, and following this, the transmitters closed down until 15 minutes
before the start of evening programmes, when the |500 - l5 l5  sequence was adopted.

Occasionally, during the if: I 3 — [653 slot, the tone replaced music, and from time to time
Test Card "C" was replaced by a broad black cross on a white ground. Although I used to listen
to the music during this transmission, it must not have made much of an impression Lpon me, as i
made no attempt to ascertain the details. I do remember, however that some of the tradts
were called llFrenesi", "Spanish Serenade ", and ' inter Sunshine", and I think that they were all
instrumentaL

Then in 1954 came the breakthrough with, as far as l was concerned, the first change of
music. There was a mo-hour sequence of discs - 60 minutes of classical music on BBC and
other non—comercial labels; and 60 minutes of dance music on commerdafly-available records
(Paxton, Oriole and Han-nonic]. These were used during the I 5  I 8  - l653 slot, and also in the
newly-introduced {i think} l200 — 1300 broadcast. I would estimate that between june and
November I954 (when all of the Oriole discs were withdrawn) the dance music selection was
used for 3'5 per cent of the time. Although the two sequences were never mixed, there was no
standard playing order, the sequence being varied with each transmission, with one notable
exception. Wl'ten the dance music was used, "Buck Dance" by the David Carroll Orchestra was,
on 99 per cent of occasions the last record to he played in each transmission. Those of you who
remember it will know why. I think that the thing which attracted me to these so much was that
they included vocals, and l suspect that this led to their early withdrawal. After that it was to be
many years before vocals were to be heard again during Test Transmissions.

Having obtained a copy of the play list from the BBC, I began to graduafly purchase all of
the Oriole, Paxton and Harmonic records. I am pleased to say that after 35 years 1 sfill have all of
them, with the exception of Harmonic CBL3? {"l'm so lonesome tonight'T‘Square Four") which
has somehow gone missing over the years.

From December |954  until May I955,  the transmissions continued on the previous
pattern using the classical music and Paxtoaarmonic discs only.

My second change of music came in May |955, when a shorter list of records, again a
mixture of classical and dance rnusic was introduced, but this fine all BBC discs. These included
a Mozart Cassation in B, Arthur Beniamin’s "Red River jig", "Envy", "The Moon Was Yellow”, “In
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All The Country Round". “Under Paris Skies" and many more. At one time I had detailed rats of
allofthese.andhdeedoilaterflansmissimeabaandlmwuasenwhdcofpawicadtyhmt
filing these lists permanently. In those days. the BBC was more than IvviIEng to supplyr these play
lists. bust around |964 they began to adopt a less than helpful attitude to inquiries concerrfitg test
transmission music. I regret to say thatfl'iis unhelpful attitude persists some 35 years later.

it must have been when the ITA broadcasts began that the pattern of BBC test
transmissions d1anged substantially. Out went the revamped Demonstration Film. and in came
Test Card and music (twenty minutes of mic foflowed by two minutes oi tone) between IUOD
and l 309. There was also a short period when vision consisted of i 5  minutes of Test Card
alwrnating with IS minutes oi a stfil photograph endorsed "BBC Trade Test Transmission“. The
I'I'A. also adopted a similar format, although in die Tyne Tees W area. there was no identification
on the still picture

These then are my earliest recollections of trade test transmissions. if my memory has
proved faulty. i am sure that some of you out there will be able to put me right.

* 1‘l'lulhile Doug is correct that the sequence never varied. it should be pointed out that over the
years the contents of the various inserts of the demonstration film were edited as and when may
became outdated. And now. to complement Doug's article, here is an extract from the
Television 1'tl'ieflwer's Handbook published in 1954.

Sequence ofPreliminary Displays.

There will be seen. in approximately the order given. for it is occasionally varied. the following
sequence in the programme prelude:

A broad black cross of the tuning signal known as the firt Bars with a rather penetrating note
fiom the loud-speaker.

This will be faded out and replaced by Test Card "C". also accompanied by a tuning note.

After a blank and silent period of several minutes. the signature tune ofa medley ofblational
Airs will be heard and the "Isle-cl;JI card will come to the screen.

An animated symbolic device against a black background follows. representing the spreading
wings of the television service and a revolving eye surveying the world between two forked lightning
flashes. standing for electric power.

An alternative to the animated Symbol. but now appearing rarely. is a reproduction of the BBC
Coat affirms. with the motto. “Nation shall speak peace unto Nation-"

- Finally. injthese preliminary displays. there is a picture of the Houses of Parliament. with
._ vehicles crossing Westminster Bridge. reflected in the Thames - a daylight. twilight or illuminated

night scene according to the time of the year.

The Programme Begins

- As "Big Ben" chimes the hour one experiences a feeling ofexpectancy. The last stroke dies away. The
signature tune of"Girls in Grey" heralds the News and Hewsreel. which is followed by the weather

, forecast. These two features are deservedly popular and are rightly placed at the beginning of the
evening session, so that one can cut out the rest of the programme if the items do not appeal. The
weather charts and the breezy comments of one of the four "Met" men. who have had war-time
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experience in briefing air crews, are not to be missed. it smiling announcer outlines the principal
items, mentions any changes in the programme and interval times if there is a play.

Supposing everything is not all right? Do not panic; resist the temptation to switch off
hurriedly should there be firework displays on the screen. a shifting or distorted picture, even a
complete black-out or a silent loudspeaker. Turn up the lights, smoke if inclined and wait for it. "We
are so sorry for this breakdown," laments the announcer; "we are doing our best to correct the fault.
in the meantime we will play some records." A card is shown _ it will be shown often - "Normal
service will be resumed as soon as possible." A little later comes: ”i am glad to say that we are now
able to go ahead with our programme."

When a breakdown occurs in a dramatic production, i t  is usual t o  repeat the part
immediately preceding, but in some areas apologies for loss of transmission are delayed until the end
of  the session. Considering the technical hazards involved i t  is remarkable that breakdowns do not
happen more frequently.

And to dose, let's go back to April E950. with an extract from Television in Your Home (“LE
Miller, lliffe 3: Sons}.

Let us now examine the present programme hours in more detail. Each day, except Sunday, there is a
demonstration film or composite newsreel from i l a-m. to l 2  noon. This transmission is mainly
intended for television dealers, to enable them to demonstrate. install or repair receivers out of
normal programme hours. and does not really form part of the television entertainment programmes.

The afternoon programme on weekdays starts at 3 p-m. and lasts until 4 or 4. l 5  p-m. On
Sundays i t  is a children’s programme, and is transmitted from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. On Saturdays the
afternoon programme often includes one or more sporting outside broadcasts, and is then timed to
coincide with the events taking place. The evening programme normally commences at 8-30 p-m.,
but often it starts at 3 p-m-. and sometimes even earlier. i t  usually lasts until l U. l 5 p.m.. though
occasionally it runs on until i 0.45 or i l p. m- There is a possibility that in the near future the
evening programme timing may be advanced, so that television will regularly commence at 130 p.m..
but this change has not been effected a t  the time of writing. There are also likely to be more
programmes for the children, at appropriate times.

in the summer, when tennis and cricket are in full swing. television from Lords, the Oval.
Wimbledon and other sports centres often runs for the best part of the day, with only short breaks for
lunch. tea. etc. Also, ofcourse. there are special outside broadcasts, additional to the normal
programmes, such as royal processions. the Trooping the |Colour. the Lord Mayor's Show, the
Cenotaph ceremony and others too numerous to mention.

For those who have never seen a complete television programme, let us examine the sequence
ofevents on a typical evening. assuming a starting time of8.30 pm.

At  3.25 p.m. the transmitter sends out a test pattern [which includes a clock showing the?
actual time}. This remains on the screen until 3-2? p-_m.. and is intended for the use of viewers in:
adjusting their sets. For one minute, until 3.30 p-m., the coat-of-arms of  the 3.3. C. appears on the
screen. At 3.30 p.m- there is an introductory film sequence, with music. ' -

The television announcer then appears. gives details of the coming programme, with the
approximate timing, and introduces the first item. This may. be the newsreel, specially prepared for
television. [There are two editions of the newsreel each week, and they are shown on Monday and
Wednesday, and Friday and Saturday}.

Following the newsreel, which usually lasts about l 5  minutes, comes the main item - a play,
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variety show, I"magazine" or feature programme. At the end of this, there is sometimes a short
feature. and this is followed by the announcer giving the weather forecast. illustrated by specially-
drawn d'larts. A clock-face, giving the correct time, is then shown. and sinarltaneoushr a recording of
the radio 9-o'cloclt or iii-o’clock news is given on the television sound, the clock being faded off
during the news. and the vision transmitter being switched off. At the end of the news the whole
station closes down.

This procedure is, of course, varied from time to time according to the actual programme
being televised, but in the main the transmission follows a similar sequence.

My own recoliection from I956 was that the evening programmes started with the BBC crest
possibly with a rousing musical backgromd), followed by tile Television Symbol referred to in the
|954 description (and discussed in issue ID}. The news was then read, not in vision as I recall but
possibly over a caption or over the television symbol. If anyone can add to these notes (or supply
a copy of the Notionoi Airs music}, piease write in!

Th iAu  BISMFT TELE70
Sci-F: Doomwatch: Sex and Violence and Survivors: New World

Tue 5 Aug 130 MGMI
ITv Sitcoms: Thick as Thieves, The Top Secret ie of Edgar Briggs, The Losers: A
Star is Born and Agony: Too Much Agony, Too Littte Ecstasy

Thu 3 Aug 5.15 NFTZ
Cult Classics: Randall and Hopkirk (Deceased): Somebody Just Walked Over My
Grave and The Professionals: Dld Dog, New Tricks

Thu 13 Aug "(.30 MOM!
Mlke Leigh on  TV: Hard Labour, Afternoon, Probation, A Light Snack, Birth of the
2on1 Cup Final Goalie and Cid Chums

Thu 15 Aug 3.30 NFi' 2 .
Tv Comedy: The Goodies: Frankenfidc and Not the Nine D'Clock News

" Tue 2o Aug v.33 MOMI ,
Camp Classics: Ann Margaret Olson and Within These Walls

Tue 2? Aug 130 MGM! _
Tv ‘Tecs: Hazell: Hazel! and the Baker Street Sleuth and Shoestring: Find the Lady

Thu 29 Aug s15 NFrz
Music Television - Sound of the Seventies compilation of rock and pop from TD's TV
shows
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TELE7O
AUGUST at the Museum of the Moving Image

and the Nationai Film Theatre

We are delighted to announce TELETO, a season at rogrammes looking
at teievision in the l 9705. Style watchers will have a field day with the tine
examples at flared trousers, wide ties, platform shoes and some truly
appailing haircuts! '

Foilowing on lrom the golden age at the sixties, the seventies proved to he
a slightly less consistent but equallyr interesting decade. Although lower
one-oii dramas were made, the ones that did air were often at superior
quality, like Mike Leigh's Hard Labour. The sitcom genre still had life in
it and Not the Nine O'Clock News proved there was a Future tor
sketch programmes post-Python. Sixties hangover Randall and Hopkirk
(Deceased) had the fantasy eiements so beloved in that decade but the
later adventure series had a harder edged Seventies' realism {The Pro-
fessionals, Shoestring). Ecological threats were highlighted in
Doomwatch and The Survivors, whereas, tar above such worldly
considerations, Tom Baker; as a certain timelord, had his own problems.
(The Doctor is also currently materializing in 'Behind the Said the
DOCI'OR WHO Exhibition at MOM”

Particular highlights in this month's programme include an episode oi
Doomwatch {Sex and Violence} which was deemed too strong at the
time and has never Ioeen transmitted; John Thaw and Bob Hoskins in the
forgotten sitcom Thick as Thieves, and some vintage lunacy from Spike
Milligan. The pop compilation reflects 70's trends From glam rock to puni<
and includes one unforgettable moment: Marc Bolan dueting with Cilia
Black on the Cilla Black Show.

For lurther inlarnutian outflact Veronica Taylor, EH Television and Praiach Uni. Tel: 35"] 255 I444.
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PAGES FROM THE PAST

TV TIMES (SOUTHERN IT‘d'r EDiTiON) - Thursday I3 th
February I964

by Maicoim O’NEI'H
As nostaigia is always good fun. I thought it would be an idea to go back in time to those far-off
405 days when there were pienty of opportunities for watching the test card and music.
Therefore. I have inciuded a page from the TV Times [Southern IW edition} for Thursday i3th
February l‘964 to see what was happening on the "other side".

This would have been a typical day on most of the IW regions in those days, but the
most obvious feature is the limited amount of afternoon programming - no Australian soaps or
third-rate daytime game shows all those years ago! In fact the three programmes listed are for
schools. although out of term there would have been the occasionai outside broadcast such as
horse racing.

However, it is the Testing notice at the foot of the page that provides the real interest.
Trade tests on I'l"'liIIr would commence at Eflfll} (this was changed to 09.39 as from March l966}.
At this time Test Card "C" would appear, and as this was the Southern iT'i-Illr area would have
either the ITA Chillerton Down or Dover ident in block black letters above the "C"- This was
then accompanied by five minutes of tone at éflfll-iz and followed by one minute of  silence. At
H166 the first of the day's commercially available LPs was played for the next twenty four
minutes until H139 when this music was replaced by five minutes of tone again, although by now
the test card was replaced by once of the regionally distributed slides for fifteen minutes untiE
|{i.45.

The sequence of fifteen minutes of Test Card "C‘Tpictoriai slide alternating with each
other was repeated throughout the day until the end of trade tests at I630, and this pattern was
applied to the rest of the ITA network. The siides, which were black and white stills of local
landmarks, were suppiied by Marconi and distributed around the regional ITA transmitters. The
still views I remember being used in this area were of a village (possibly somewhere in Hampshire
or Sussex] and another of a boat. These two stiEls would have been used on alternating days.

Musically on the day in question the foilowing LPs would have been played:

10.06 Slightly Latin — Paul Smith Quartet
113-36 Ole! Bossa Nova — iaurindo Aleida 3: the Bossa Nova Ail Stars
l LGD Country Style - Roger 1|Ali“iamson -
I L36 Bouquet of .iove — Percy Faith 3:. His Orchestra-
|2.06 Bossa Nova U-S.A_ — The Dave Brubeck Quartet
| l 36  Bursting ICillut With The All Star Big Band - The Oscar Peterson Trio
I3.{}6 Love is a Game of Poker - Nelson Riddle 3t Orchestra
I336 Big Band Bossa Nova — Stan Getz
I415 italian Guitars - AI Caiola
I436 Scottish Dance Time - Stan Hamilton 3: The Clansmen
I5.{16 Sittin’ on a Rainbow - Andre Previn 3: Orchestra
I536  Waltzing in the Dark — Carmen Cavallaro
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|6.Dfi "Italian Symphony No. 4 in A Maior Op. 9i)“ (Mendelssohn - l{Jitto Klemperer 3: The
Philharmonia Orchestra

A varied selection of music to suit most tastes - fans of the Bossa Nova were certainly well
catered for!

It has often been said that ITA tests were rather predictable and regimented compared
to those of the BBC at the time, but at least you knew when the tone was due and if you wanted
to hear a certain LP in its entirety, there was nothing to stop you from going out and buying it at
your local record store. The use of commercially available LPs on commercial television was in
my opinion very appropriate.

The period between the end of trade tests and the commencement of scheduied
programmes would take up to fifteen minutes. After about five minutes of iine sawtooth pattern
(black to white transition across the screen) and plain black screen, the regional "Picasso" style
iTA tuning signal would appear for about another five minutes accompanied by the opening
music of the local l'i'iu"r company and this in turn would eventually be replaced by the symbol of
that company.

This procedure prior to the start of programmes was quite dramatic compared to the
BBC at the timeI and on Southern iTV the opening music used was entitled Southern Rhapsody
which was specially composed by Richard Addinseil and was used every day right up until IQBI
when the company lost the franchise for the region. For many years too a short piece of film
was used in the opening sequences featuring well-known places in the South 3: South East.

The first programme of the evening was Small Time at |6.45, although there were some
ITV companies that would not take this and instead would play their own music [iibrary music]
until [6.59. Older readers wili remember the presenter of this children's show — Muriel Young -
with Pussy Cat Wiilum, although Wally Whyton had also been a presenter too. and of course
Robert Holness the quiz master of ICriss Cross lQuiz is better known nowadays as Bob Holness
presenter of a I99l}s equivalent to that show - Blockbusters for Centrai TV. Some people never
change!

After the Gerry Anderson-style Space Patrol puppet series at I l l s ,  the early evening
news came from 1TH at |?.55 and was a ten minute bulletin — didn‘t anything happen in those
days??? Then at l3.05 we were treated to a round-up of regional news and views in Day By Day
and that evening's edition was presented by ian Ross, who later ioined the BBC and can still be
seen sometimes today on Channel 4 News.

Such a neat and tidy schedule with quality programmes and plenty of time allocated to
trade test transmissions — what a perfect mixture! if only we could find a time machine which
could transport us back to one of the best periods in British television.

Editor’s note: Some years back l looked through Marconi '5 picture library at Chelmsf'ord but none of
these pictures survived: the negatives had been "thinned out" pretty efficiently! Perhaps it was too

_ much to expect these views to survive #0 years: alternatively. and much more likely, Marconis may
have bought in the slides fiam an external library. There was no sign of a photographic laboratory at
Chelmsford and it is highly probable that Marconis contracted out the production of  the slides to a
trade company.

Similar slides were used by RTE in lreland and may have been supplied by Marconi as well.

The page reproduced from Malcolm's photocopy is done by kind permission aflndependent
Television Publications Ltd.
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RESTORATION CORNER

PRE-WAR HMV 900 SET
by Ken Brooks

EDlTOR'S MUTE: This article is in itselfa vintage item, having been written in l 933 for the BVWS
Bulletin. Since then, interest in vintage teievision has grown and l am pleased that Ken has allowed
as to republish it.

The technical development of television offers interest to the collector and social historian, both
in terms of technical interest and in terms of the changes to our outlook that teievision has
brought about. This article reviews briefly the history of the television service and describes a
receiver that the author obtained and restored to working order.

Pre-war television

The first experimental public television broadcast took place on 3!} September I919, using the
Baird 30 line mechanical system. It was a crude system, based upon low bandwidth medium
wave transmissions, but nevertheless it demonstrated publicly that television broadcasting was
feasible.

In january I935, the Selsdon Television Committee recommended that a general
television service should be established and moreover, that a start should be made immediately.
The intervening years had seen considerable technical development, both In mechanical and
electronic systems, and the 30 line system, considered outmoded, was closed down on | i
September I935.

Both Baird and EMI showed television at Radiolympia In I935, the Baird system now
having 240 lines, generated mechanically, and the EM! system loeing wholly electronic anti
boasting 405 lines.

On 1nd November |936,d1e world's' first regular high definition service came into Being,
alternately using the Baird and EM! systems. Early receivers were dual standard, having a switch
to select either system. By 6 Fehruary 193?, after only three months, the Baird system was
abandoned In favour of the E?“ 405 line all—electronic system.

Receivers at that time were very expensive, typically half the cost of a small car, and no
doubt the changing standards, rapid developments and short programmes offered little
encouragement for investment in a receiver.

The service was continued up to the outhreak of the-war, and was only available in the
London area. When the service closed, there were approximately 29,000 receivers in use which
were not to receive another programme until I946, when the service was reopened.
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The Hm Model 900' Television Receiver

During I939, the author was fortunate to obtain an HMV 900 television receiver, dating from
l 931  The W!) was one of a range of several HHWMarconiphone receivers of the period, which
included basic soundf'vision receivers through to televisions combined with multi—waveband
receivers and autochangers.

Three thousand model Qflfl receivers- were built in ail, from l936 until [931 although the
model was available until i939. Physically. the 900 comprises a very large and handsome
veneered cabinet, containing four chassis units- A block diagram of the system is shown below.

$013015?"
DEL? .r— HEMIJ‘CIIST J Tli‘.‘ S-UUND -_"'||.

.1
H I  i-fl-IEI-Il- Hm l

F:  I I Ave or Recli
_ I____i

(vi-Sill: #50 in: 4-50 ltC

I'._—_—--_.__. — VISION .__._.______,

l-l-i Hedi! lufffiilc. Ill-'25“; “'35 lit.
in"

43-15mm *3 -15  hit. :15 III-c.
more 55

r——FRAHE ---—--——-~.
HEP-d. as: use. are l “ I ”  ”W"

Pulsesup. made fist, up

CRT Unit

A [2  inch CRT is used, which is mounted vertically and viewed through a mirror mounted in the
lid of the cabinet. This type of viewing arrangement was commonplace in the early days, because
CRTs had smali deflection angles and consequently were very long. The entire tube and scanning-
coil assembly is cradle-mounted within a— rnu-metai shield to prevent distortion of the image due
to stray magnetic fields.

Power pack

A twin transformer power unit generates the necessary supplies for the television section- Cine
transformer provides HT and heater supplies, whiist the other has an EHT winding which
generates Sk‘v" via a half-wave rectifier. Such supplies could easiiy be lethal, and the manufacturers
thoughtfufly provided a shorting switch, actuated by the removal of the rear cover. The service
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instructions advise "the use of rubber gloves“ when making internal adjustments.

Sound receiver

The sound receiver is a typicai six valve. four waveband superhet of the period. having an
additional waveband for teievision sound.

Teievision chassis

The T‘v' chassis is realiy Mo interconnected chassis and comprises a TRF receiver and timebase
unit. The entire assembly is about two feet in length. and is mounted verticaliy within the cabinet.
Six stages of RF amplification are employed, with each stage individually screened. The necessary
bandwidth is obtained by "stagger tuning" their stages. The receiver is tuned to Channel l ,  the
Alexandra Palace transmitter frequency. The timebase unit {formerly known as the synchronising
unit} comprises hard vaive osciiiators driving scan coiis via a simple output stage.

Renovation

Host of the exterior woodwork had suffered damage with the passage of time, and this was very
carefully cleaned, stained and repofished. The power units were next examined, and an absence
of EHT traced to an open circuit transformer, which when stripped of its pitch potting, came
back to iife and has functioned perfectly ever since.

Each remaining section was then connected and tested, which eventually resulted in the
raster. aibeit rather dim, appearing on the tube face. A small brown spot in the tube centre
indicated that ion burn had occurred, as ion traps were not in use at that time.

At present it is oniyr possible to use the receiver with a pattern generator because the
iocaJ transmitter operates on channel five, although hopefully an external converter can be built
before the 405 line service is closed down permanently [written in H333}. Early televisions are
now quite scarce because of the low quantities produced, their bulky proportions, and because
technicai deveiopment rapidiy made earlier modeis obsolescent. My model 900 is. as- far as I am
aware, the only working modei in existence. 1 should bs interested to hear from other society
members who own eariy TV receivers in order to establish what we possess as a distributed
museum. In conclusion, it is hoped that this article vvili stimulate interest in an important branch of
technological and social history- -

Acknowiedgements

The author wishes to thank BWVS members Gerry Horrox for the “contact" resulting in the-
acquisition of the model 90%, Gerald Weils for many invaluable hints and spare parts, and EMF
Service Generai Manager Mr. E. Folkson who provided ted-mica! manuals and historicai data.

' Thanks Ken for a fascinating articie. Since it'was written the 405 line transmissions and EMI Ltd have
gone. and a number of other "mirror lid“ sets have been restored. Ken's idea ofa register ofoid sets is.
a good one and he says he is stii‘i| prepared to take care of this. Letters, which can be anonymous if
you prefer. will be forwarded to him in confidence. Ail Ken needs are model numbers and seriainumbers, condition and {idealiyj owner’s name. This wili enabie valuable statistical information to bepubfished {and not lists ofpick-up points for burgiarsil. Please tip Ken offabout sets in museums. too:
send off l'etters care of405 Alive;
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ILLUSTRATIONS on pages 32/33

The Vintage Radio Circle's swapmeet heid on the l-lth May at Crickiade was a congenial affair.
Prices were moderate and the place was not too crowfied.

in the back room a number of 405 iine sets were on display, including Pat Hiidred's rather choice
Ferguson Golden Glide (only 63 gns newi}, complete with original showroom price card. The
"angel’s wings" BBC clock is rather fetching too.

Across the other side of the Atlantic, old radios and W5 could be seen at the annual Harnvention
at Dayton, Ohio. in the seven—acre open—air fleamarket this stand was doing good business. _

That‘s right, get a closer look at those reproduction knobs for old radios. But why are you
ignoring those tasty Philco Predicta sets on either side? (Note that the set with darker wood on
the ground in the upper photo had been sold by the time the second picture was taken!).

RESTORATION CORNER

FEE-WAR HMV AND MARCONI 5" SETS
by David Boynes

To date I have serviced two of these receivers and experienced a few problems. Apart from the
usual things like leaky capacitors I've had problems with the focal oscillator on TV: a special
ceramic—based frequenty changer vaived was produced for this set, type K4 | C, and a Mazda
AC'I'i-il sometimes worlG here.

The EHT smoothing capacitors do go leaky- 0. q + 0. q, 3000 volts working -
close to the tuning gang under the CRT. The original smoothing capacitors were of the wet
eiectrolyte type. I have successfully re-forrned some of these capacitors...d1e method f employ Is
to connect the capacitor via a diode (BTI00 or BT12?,etc.} alongwith a high-vaiue resistor (start
with 330K] and connect the whole lot to the mains. When a maximum has been reached reduce
the value of the series resistor until peak voits has been achieved. This task can take hoursi

After replacing capacitors and vaives In the timebases I've found the sets to be veryr stable,
few problems here. However watch out for open circuit lineoutput transformer primary, it's
quite common. Beware, the EHT transformer faih also with dramatic reslfits.

I t  is almost certain that the CRT will have'Ion burn. I have a i" example which I hope
Display Eleclronics will rebuild for me.

As a radio receiver these sets offer excellent results, especially on short waves.

The official service information together with a descriptive articie from Wireless Worid-
are available for the Vintage Wireless Company in Bristol (tel: DEE-565432}.
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TELEVISION SERIES FAN CLUB
ICHPJTIIE{JBHIYIEAPJCHJJBIJEIHIDETTEJIDGCLLEHVTHJYTI)1}{E{:EUEHDDEL

DYNAMIC DUO
Find out  the latest Bat-info on the stars of the classic 1 960's series - the series
that stands the test of time!

Learn the latest news about:
Adam West BATMAN
Burt Ward ROBIN
Julie Newmar CAWOMAN
Yvonne Craig BATGIRL

* 1 and
Van Williams THE GREEN HORNET

As“ iihroufli iihcs one:

”some *

Aifl ' sofi
MW

Don't Be Left Out Of The Batmania Craze Sweeping The
Country!
“ Foe oq  $#.flfl YEARL? rou_LL EECEtvE FDUR RETIUH F ILLEn BAT-

FAHIIHES. ALL fou  HnVE To.oo IS  F ILL  not THE Fosn BELDH nun HhKE
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TELETALK
by Malcolm Burrell

My present place of employment receives regular copies of certain expensive professional
Broadcast-related magazines which 1 quickiy seize with enthusiasm from the sheif in order to
photocopy interesting articles. The February |99l issue of Broadcast Engineering was a gem
since it detailed the various current professional videotape formats which to date have hitherto
remained contemporary "fargon". A curious article entitied "Servicing Your Klystrons" also
reawakened some cLa'iosity in the generation of gas within evacuated vessels (e3. CRTs).

Following ten years use the CRT in my old Bush was was continuing to provide more
than adequate images. The receiver was then oonsigned to storage for several years after which
I decided to  embark upon restoration. When testing it, however, apart from the usual
predictable deterioration of electrolytics the picture lacked contrast and appeared distinctly
blurred. Had my more recent acquaintance with contemporary receivers revealed a defect
which had remained previousiy concealed byfarniliar usage? I think not.

With a little use the image tended to improve but was never up to the standard l’d
previously recoiiected. l decitied to contact a tlfiae rebuilder to enquire as to the possibility of the
ailing device being reconditioned. At that time {mid-IQEDs] there were numerous companies
offering re—gunned tubes usually in exchange for the old glass bulb. The MW22- | El was already
obsolete and it seemed they haci received no other enquiries for this type to be supplied.
However they toid me they had a brand new, boxed version in its original Mullard packaging
which they would seli me without guarantee for eight pounds! The tube was purchased
operated extremely well and remains in the set which has had Ettle more than a few hours of use
although there are now other problems.

GAS GENERATION

What is the connection between itlystrons and my old 9'" tube? We know that within certain
constraints a perfect vacuum is essential to the operation of most thermionic devices, including
cathode ray tubes. it was a well known fact that they often became "soft" with the vacuum-
becoming impaired due to the release of gas molecules from the electrodes but l'd usually
expected this to occur with usage! The "klystron'article, however, designated that the vacuum:
integrity“ofsspareeklystrons should be checked approximately every 90 days. Where the''gas
current' is found excessive the device should he piaced'In service for several days to. be
Wreconditioned' -

Unless we’re involved in the operation of high-powered transmitters its unlikely we‘ll
encounter klystrons but picture tubes, like most valves, are equipped with a "getter" system:
which apart from burning residual gases at the time of manufacture also contribute to the
absorption of gases during the lifetime of the device. it does seem, however, that a cathode lay
tube CAN deteriorate wi'liist In its dormant statei

ADDITIONAi. INFORMATION

l have previously read that gas can be generated within picture tubes if the heater is operated
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BELOW its rated value. Certainly operating at excessive potentials can prematurely drain the
cathode of emission.

It might be interesting to note that a number of tube rebuilders also advertised a choice
between the supply of fully re—gunned OR re—vacuumed devioes. the latter at approximately half
the cost {and with half the guarantee”. I can remember once, as ayoung amateur, fitting a re—
vacuurned tube to a set. In Spite of numerous checks the heater mysteriously dereloped an "open
circuit within a few weeks of use!

CONCLUSION

i t  would seem that any temptation to conserve devices. even by depriving them of use. is-
eventually doomed to failure since in the end NOTHING lasts forever although I once read of an
elderly Pye console which had functioned for several years with a severely reduced HT potential
caused by a failing rectifier. The engineer was astonished that the vintage CRT produced a
superb image when the rectifier had been replaced (hopefully by a CORRECT typel}. He
concluded, therefore, that the resulting reduction in EHT had preserved the CRT emission!

REM PUSH-BUTTON VHF TUNERS

On the fairly rare occasions l encountered REM dual standard tv receivers, one of the most
common defects was a problem with the IIIllHi: press—button tuner. This manifested as either
weak, noisy signals or an inability to tune any channel. This was invariably due to fracture of the
plastic permeability tuning wand.

It was necessary to first have a replacement wand to hand and secondly a good Phillips-
type screwdriver! '

The tuning wand is held by a spring at the front of the tuner such that the press-buttons
against the spring action should provide reliable and precise tuning. In all probability part of the
fractured wand may be withdrawn from the tuning aperture at the rear of the tuner. In some
cases it may have been propelled out of the tuner and lie somewhere within the receiver. The
remainder must be removed from the front after initially removing the press-button assembly.
This is tricky and requires the removal of ail the self—tapping Phillips head screws which are
invariably extremely tightly secure.

To avoid complications. try to  ensure that the press—button shafts and their springs
remain as a complete assembly.

Fit the replacement tuning wand. If it suffers any slight distortion resulting in a poor
tuning action. it should revert to its original shape within a few hours. particularly if the receiver is
kept warm.

ALTERNATIVES?

Of course, replacement tuning wands may be difficult to obtain although they were once
common in many stocks of spares. Do you know of a dealer who may have some lurking in a
drawer? Assuming that both parts of the fractured wand are to hand and the fault is simply one
of noisy pictures. push the broken portion further into its shaft with the aid of a narrow. insulated
tool. This should result in the signai strength being restored until the press buttons are again
operated.
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A frequent "badge" was to insert a spring at the rear of the tuning aperture sad“: that the
broken section of the tuning wand although fractured from the remainder of the shaft ~
continued to retain its correct tuning position when the buttons were operated. This procedure
is worth trying. Alternatively a good modern "super" glue could be tried in an endeavour to
repair the  fracture.

PLASTIC PUSH BUTI'GNS

Another cause of problems were the splines on the plastic push-buttons becoming worn such
that ( i )  withdrawing and rotating a depressed button would not provide a tuning action or {2}
depressing the button failed to actuate the mechanism due to the aperture in the button having
worn too large to actuate the spiines on the shaft. Replacement buttons are again desirable
although the tuner can be set to appropriate channels when removed from the receiver. By
fitting fibre washers (of adequate dimensions to slide tightly over the metal splines on the shafts}
at least the tuner will operate when a button is pressed. Such washers were commonly found as
part of the back—cover securing on some Pye receiver-Si

INTEHHITTE NC‘!’

Intermittent operation when switching between a Band I and a Band III channel was usuaily due
to the sliding band switch within the tuner. 1|Il'I-l'hilst switch-cleaners provide a temporary cure.
lightly scraping the slider contacts with a sharp point (e.g. a dart} and finishing with a smear of
silicon grease should result in a more permanent cure. Don't be tempted to try to re—tension the
"spoon" shaped contacts on the non-movable part of the switch!

Oxidised val‘ve pins, particularly on the frequency changer, can cause similar problems. A
careful scrape or buffing with emery cloth should be helpful.

PHILiPS 'ST‘I'LE T0 SERIES", ITT-KB "FEATHERLIGHT' etc.

Whilst on  the subject of tuning "wands", its worth mentioning that certain Philipsl'Mullard 1"viii-IF

turret tuners used a minute plastic core located at the front of the tuner. The inabiiity to “fine
tune" o r  obtain anything other than an approximation of the desired channel should direct
attention to this component which is normally actuated by depressing and rotating the fine tuner
knob.

The remaining segment of  the fractured plastic core will often be difficult to remove
unless, WITH EXTREME CAUTION,  a heated probe is used {ell some th in  copper wire
attached to a soldering iron}. Obviously an exact replacement item is essential for an effective
repair. I know of no "bodges" but some experimentation may prove useful. Note, however. the
I‘coil biscuits" in these tuners are of the printed circuit variety. --

Clean oxidised contacts by lightly rubbing with a good cleaner then applying a smear of
silicon grease. This should cure most tendencies to intermittency. lts undesirable to attempt re—
tensioning of the contact bank in the tuner-

[Editor's note: Malcolm 's point on ”soft" tubes is well taken. l know someone who paid a lot of money
for a boxed and sealed NOS {new old stock} transmitting triode. it was about IE years old and turned
out to be extremely low gain, probably poisoned in the way Malcolm describes- Needless to say. it had
never been used [it had been in a sealed parish}
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MODULATORS

To convert baseband video and audio signals from {say} your video recorder to a radio
frequency such as VHF channei | {45MH1 vision, 4 !  .SHHI sound} you need a modulator.
Piodulators are found in most VCRs but generally have a UHF output in the region of channei 36-
1|il'lufi'Iat we need is a System A modulator for 1'ii'HF channels.

Sony used to make one, the RFM-4US, and i t  turns up occasionally at amateur radio rallies
and swapmeets- (Incidentally, the two examples I have seen are on channel 3, but they may have
made other channels. Anyway, the chances of finding one of these are pretty slim!)

You have the choice then of constructing one yourself or of buying one. There are two
IEwell known" designs for building modulators, by David Looser and by Jeffrey Borin. There isn't
room for ail the constructional details here but I can supply the diagrams and descriptions for El
- this covers cost of photocopying and postage {note l ) .  Both designs are quite simiiar: with
David Looser's one you can buy a printed circuit board from David Boynes {note 2} for i l l} but
after that you are on your own, procuring your own components from Maplin or wherever and
winding your own coils, which wiIE be tricky for the inexperienced.

jeffrey Borin's design is easier to make because you are merely modifying existing modules
originaily made for Rediffusion cable TV converter boxes. These units turn up at radio rallies 1for

about IE2 to £5 and  remember you will need two boxes, so as to use  one  modulator for the
vision and one for the sound. The rest of the converter {power supply, UHF tuner, etc} can go
in the spares box}. Again, if you cannot locate these Rediffusion units, this will not be of much
help to you but they are still common on the surplus market.

For both of these designs you will need to order crystals - l have found Hcfinight Crystal
company good value for money {note 3}.

Finally, a source of ready—made modulators. One of our German readers, Wilfried Heier
(note 4} is selling modulators, both ready-made and as kits. Prices are as follows:

— k i t  o f  a l l  parts except case and power supply . 135  DH.
- modulator built and tested,  without case and power

supp ly  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l ?5  DH.
— modulator bu i l t  and t es ted ,  wi th power supply and

p las t i c  case ,  wi th connectors for  v ideofaud io  input and
RF output . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  245  DH-

Components:
- - spec ia l  IC  30244  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25  DH.

- PCB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15  DH.
— set o f  co i l s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 DH.
- crys ta l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3D DH.

Del ivery i s  approximately 14 days .  Speci fy  channel required,  e .g .

Br i t i sh  405  line system, v is ion car r ie r :  45 .0HH3
- sound ca r r i e r :  41 .5MH3
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French 44 1 line system, vision carrier: 46 . Olin-Ia
sound carrier: 42 . Gui-Ia

German 44 1 line system, vision carrier: 46 . UHHZ
sound carrier : 4 3 . 2min .

A sample of these German modulators has been tested, and it works very well. The case is a grey
plastic box and the RF components inside are screened inside a metal endomre. Connectors for
aufio, video and RF out are RCA—type phono sockets. If you do not have the time or the ability
to construct a modulator yourself these units are a straightforward way of getting the desired
results, and to simplify ordering you can photocopy the pro-forma order printed here. The
cheapest way of sending money is to get a Eurocheque from your bank, which you can then
make out in deutscl'snarks. The exchange rate. inddentally, usually hovers just below 3 marks to
the pound. Please note that althoLgh we have found the sample to be excellent and are printing
an order form for your convenience, I105 Alive is not prepared to become involved in dealing:
between readers.

incidentally, there is nobody building these moduiators in Britain at the moment; people
often ask why. The answer is simple: to assemble one professionally and afign it, then drill a case
and make it look presentable is a very time—consuming businlos. The materials may cost only £15
or so, but the time involved is not so cheap, nor does the skill come easily! If anyone wants to get
into this business, good luck and let us know! Send us a sample too

NOTES

l. Send checpes to Andrew Emmerson, Tfl Falcutt Way, Northampton. NN2 BPH.
2. David Boynes, II The Garth, Winlaton, Biaydon, NEE] EDD. '
3. McKnight Crystal Company, Hartfiey Industrial Estate, Hythe, Southampton, 504 Eff.
Send SAE for details of their amateur service - price £5.50, two weeks' delivery.
4. Wffr'ied Meier, Schepdonksweg I I1 W4l TB Kevelaer—Wetten, Germany.

Components for the circuit diagram on the next page

IC1 50244  P1 4 ? D R
L1 coil 4fl -BDHHE C1 lflnFIBDV
L2 coil 2 - Ell-EH: C2 10 —5 tipF
L3 symmetr ical trans former C3 1-11a 3 UV
Trl BF245  C4 12pF
{,1 crystal {:5 ‘ 10-25pF
R1 100k CE H . 3 3 u F f 6 3 V
R2 1k C? 1 a 3 fl ?
R3 410R ' CS 0.33uFfE-3V
R4 2?0R (:9 luGuFIESV
R5 ?5R _ C l fi  lflfluFflflv
1C2 ?805

ALIEN MEET

(a) Cheek operating voltage = 51!“ at pins I", ID and ll of IC. Ground pin 9 for positive
meditation, leave floating for negative modulation.
{b} Adiust coil of U for maximum RF output. Adjust coil of L2 for maximum audio volume. Set
trimpot PI for optimum audio level.
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ORDERIBESTELLUNG

Erom: (Name)

{Address}

{Telephone}

To: Wilfried Heier, Schepdonksweg 1 1 ,  W—41?3 Hevelaer-

Wetten 4 ,  Germany.

Please.send meflch hestelle hiermit:

Qtnenge

— kit of a l l  parts except case and power sapplyfflausats

aller Teilen ausgenommen Netsteil und Gehause . 135 DH.

— modulator built and tested, without case and power
supplnodulator komplett aufgebaut und

ahgeglichen ohne Hetsteil und Gehfiuse . . . . . . . . .  1?5 DH.

— modulator built and tested, with power supply and
plastic case, with connectors for videofaudio input and
RF outputfHodulator komplett anfgebaut mit Hetzteil
und Hunststoffqehause und Euchsen ............ 245 DH.

Componentsinselteile:
-— ID 50244  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 DH.
— PCEJPlatine .................................... 15 DH.
~ set of coilsfSpulensats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 DH.
~ crystalfQuars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 0  DH.

Delivery i s  approximately 14 days. Put a cross against channel
requiredffianal ankreusen:

British 435 line system, vision carrier: 45.0HH2
sound carrier: 41 .5HH3

French 441 line system, vision carrier: 4E.fiHHs
sound carrier: 42 .9HH3

German 4 4 1  line system, vision carrier: 45 .0HH3
sound carrier: 43 .2HH3.

I enclose a Eurocheque forflch sende hiermit einen Euroscheck DH

SignedJUnterschrift: DatefDatum:
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The v i s ion  ca r r ie r -ampl i tude  waveform indicated i n  F igaa  and B represents theampl i t ude  o f  a doub le—sidehand  a .m .  s igna l  from which the t ransmi t ted  ves t i g i a l -s ideband  s igna l  i s  de r ived .  Sideband frequencies more than {ll-15 "Hz above thev i s ion  ca r r i e r  are a t t enua ted .

TEST—1.11115 SIGNAL

A t e s tw l ine  s igna l  is  t r ansmi t t ed  on  l ines  13 and 215 .  I t  cons i s t s  of  a Fifi—ussh i t e  bar con ta in ing  an  inve r t ed  sine—squared pulse {half -ampl i tude dura t ion0-33  :45} and followed by an erect  sine-squared pulse  (half-amplitude dura t ion[II-33 us}  and a f ive-step s t a i r ca se .  The duration of  each o f  the f i r s t  foursteps i s  8 us and tha t  o f  t he  l a s t  s t ep  i s  approximately E us .  The s t eps  a r eof  nominally equal he igh t  and the t op  step: i s  at peak wh i t e .  The whole o f  thet e s t  l ine  signal i s  on a pedestal  o f  50 In“, i n  a v ideo  s igna l  of  1V p-p.
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SWAPPING AND SELLING

SOME HINTS
by Laurie Mangeison

Host of us have at some time been involved in a transaction that has gone wrong o r  been
conc luded  i n  a manner  tha t  ieaves one  party dissatisfied. Th is  can  happen  t h rough  a
misunderstanding or as a result of deliberate sharp dealing practices. If a few basic guide—fines are
foiiowed. the frequencies of these occurrences can be minimised.

These guide—fines are:

i .  If you have agreed to supply something for a swap or amount of money, you are moraily
bound to conclude the transaction as agreed. It doesn’t matter that you may subsequently
receive a more tempting offer, the initially agreed deal is binding. If you don’t stick to this basic
principle, you wiil very quickly get a reputation for being unreiiable and people wiil stop dealing
with you.

1. Describe the items you are offering accurately. Grade them fairly. If in doubt, offer the
opportunity for an inspection prior to the deal being sealed. if  one party is dissatisfied, attempt to
make amends or terminate the deai by returning the item traded or the money paid. Remember.
no deai is compiete until both parties are completely satisfied.

3. Don't try to come out on top of every deal. if you do. you wili quickly earn a reputation as
being difficult to deal with and most collectors wili contact you as a last resort.

4. Be prompt, don't take for ever to finalise swaps. if there is a reason for delay keep the other
party informed.

In short, treat your fellow collectors as you would expect to be treated yourseif. l fyou
do this you can look forward to many satisfying deals which wili help to make your coilection
grow.

[fhis article lwas gfeaned fiom the ATCS Newsietter. i iike its more! tone and hope no deais arranged
through 405 Alive ever resuit in disagreement. - HE} '
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A POTTED HISTORY OF THE TEST CARD

by Peter Bowgett

Although I spent a couple of years at a Teacher Training College, i never thought for one
moment that I would end up writing about the ABC, or come to think of it, the DEF. As BBC 2
currentiy has a DEF ll slot, this article wifl be known as DEF Ill.

Before we begin, however, there are one or two points to clear up from last time to
avoid having the large number of letters of complaint. When Test Card (I was changed in | 953  it
{Ed not originally have the arrow heads in the castellated borders, so these were added later. I
have not yet been able to ascertain when. Also, the alignment signals used before transmissions
of Test Card C were not just the electronic "art bars“: further details have been given in an
earlier issue of either The Test Card Circle newsletter or 405 Alive.

On April Zflth [964, BBC 1 commenced and the 4D5 line BBC Television Service was
renamed BBC I .  Two new Test Cards were introduced on this day, tor two reasons. Firstly, a
test card suitable for use on the new high definition BBC 1 Service eras required; and secondiy,
the boffins had been increasingly unhappy about the reproduction quality of test card C.
Considerable thought was given to the new cards, to the extent that the fast draft was scrapped
when the rnanufactm’ers pointed out that the card showed up deficiencies in receiver production
techniques.

Test cards D and E were based on Test Card C because the trade had been used to it
for IE years. Refinements were built in, reducing the size of the background squares and filling ali
the available space, and reducing the size of ali the main features, which were retained. The
pulse and bar tests were separated from the circle to remove the optical illusion that the circle
was not a true circle. The frequency gratings were considerably altered and the step wedge and
background grey were given exact values.

The major d1ange then from C to DIE was in the frequency bars and these were:

Two sets of five bars were replaced by one set of six bars.
Sine wave bars were used instead of square waves.

The use of square waves had severe iimitations and the technical advances which ted to
sine waves being a viable alternative were considerable, however what looked excellent on paper
left much to be desired in practice.

Complaints were received by the BBC about these cards because the use of sine waves,
and the necessity to keep modulation levels to about 65 per cent resufted in the frequency bars
having a very dull, iack—lustre appearance. Service engineers used the gratings as a test for focus.
although they were not designed for that purpose. Test Card E was withdrawn rapidly after
about three or four hours use. Test Card D was retained as the problem was not so severe.
Test Card E was consigned to the waste bin and Test Card D was eventually adjusted to make
its appearance more acceptable. This was in December 396? when the two dots either side of
the D were added.
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In December I96?  Test Card F was introduced into full time service, and this card
retained many of the features of D. This was because it was essentiai that colour TVs were
correctly set up for black and white before colour adjustments were made.

The colour picture in the centre circle meant that the step wedge and frequency bars
were displaced, and the pulse and bar tests were removed altogether. Some of the grid lines
were black and white to assist in convergence tests, and the corner bars were pushed back in
iine with the background grid. The border casteliations were altered to include colour tests. This
then is the basic Test Card F, but it should be noted that certain adiustments were made. The
colour of the doll in the centre was electronically altered during production, so you wiil never see
an illustration in which the doll looks like it does on the teliies Also, Television Centre added
colour bars at the top of the card at transmission. This is why it was possible sometimes to see F
without the bars, as local opt-outs did have this facility.

Two versions of Test Card F were used. Initially the values of the frequency bars were
printed on the card. This was fine as iong as the card was used on 615 iines oniy. When used on
405 lines these numbers were deieted. The second version was used continuously from
November I969 to mid— l 934 wI'Ien the digital version was introduced. The onlyr differences to
be incorporated into the digital version were to slightly adjust the space for the legend, and to
replace the top castellations with colour bars. The arrow head was retained. IrI I991 the iegend
was altered to match the new logos used by both channels.

Stay tuned to this channel for the next exciting episode of the Potted History of the Test Card.

NOTES AND QUERIES

GERMAN 44I LINE SYSTEM

In the last issue I asked why the 4‘“ line system restricted the picture resolution to 2- SMl-{z
when it was capable of so much more. A moment’ 5 thought wouid have answered my own
question, but as it was, enlightenment came a month later! The answer is of course that it was to
f t inside the channel bandwidth: they were using double sideband transmission in those days.
Only when TV progressed to vestigiai sideband operation could the higher vision frequencies be-
transmitted.

BAHD THREE CONVERTERS

Tony Clayden rang Up to say it's funny how odd littie things stick in your mind. When, many
years ago, Band III converters were sold widely to upgrade BBC-only W5, the advertisements-
nearly aiways said'iworlts with all makes of set except Philips". Why? What was special about
Philips!I And exactly was the 'Magic Wand" that Spencer-West sold and how did it work? it
seemed to be some filter that plugged betwoen your Band HI converter and the TV, and-
somehow eliminated the patterning normally seen.
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CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

Back in the mid- | 9505 the BBC clock was screened for the five minutes bet'ore the start of
children's programmes at 5 o’clock. During this time some rather too ciever-clever music was
played consisting of orchestral variations of nursery rhymes. At IIDD the picture changed to
severai seconds of the BBC crest, foilowed by a film animation of children dancing around a
"maypole" that turned out to be a TV transmitter mast.

Does anyone have a good recollection of this sequence: for instance, was there a voice-
over during the BBC crest? Reminiscences of other BBC TV continuity around this period would
be welcome: for instance, when programmes resumed at 193:!) I seem to recali the crest was
shown again, foEiowed by the BBC TV symbol, but was it static or animated with the "eyes"
rolling over each other inside the angels' wingsfl? And how was the News introduced foilowing all
this? [AE]

YGU HG HEARTTH I10 BS

Whatever happened tojennifer Gay and Carol Lorimer, the youthfui presenters of Children's
Television? {name omitted to avoid embarrassmentl}

BBC TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION FILM

1|Inl""i"ork is afoot to try and re—create this programme from surviving fragments of film, but there are
a number of  gaps in our knowledge. I t  is known that the precise composition of this film varied
over the years, with some segments being repiaced by others. It would be most helpful if  anyone
who has firm knowledge of the various film inserts could assist: it aiso essentiai to find out which
pieces of music were played during the Test Card "C" sequences. Please get in touch with the
editor ilyou can help: you will not go unrewarded! [AE]

MULLARD MW PICTURE TUBES

Does anyone know what the NW stands for? Obvioushr not H for Muilard, because these were
realiy Philips tubes and were sold on the Continent under the Philips, Vaivo and other names.

[HE]
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RECORDING NOTES

VIDEO

We have some resouroeful folk among us, so if you need - or can offer - heip 1with oid
video tape standards, please drop your editor a line {T i Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 BPH}
or ring Dom-Ml 36.

New reader Ron Vansittart in Hargate has a formidable array of formats at his disposal.
Among the less common ones are Panasonic cartridge {Omnivision}, one-inch C format, Philips
VCR [500 and 213100 and Panasonic '35" EIAJ. He also has telecine facilities and while he earns his
living from selling time on these facilities, he is prepared to transfer genuine archive material at a
nominai charge. You can ring him on 0343-1923(32.

AUDIO TRANSCRIPTION

0n the subject of audio recordings, Paul Sawteil is extremely 1Well equipped to  convert
reel-to-reel recordings to compact cassette and has offered to help out readers- He  can
handle fuli, half o r  quarter track material at any speed f rom I US to  [ 5  inches per
second. Charges by negotiation: wr i te to him (with SHE} at 20 Seymour Road,
Woilescote, Stourbridge, 1ii'i-iest Hidlands, DY? STE.

.1
’.

HE‘S fie and spent FOR CHoice mm:
a LLTHEEE 5m ELLITE Iv masses!
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3'" STA NDA RDS CONVERSION OF FOREIGN
VIDEO RECORDINGS

if; Between NTSC (USA, Japan, Etc.) and PAL
(UK, Europe, Etc.) and SECAM (France,
RussIa, IVIIddIe East, Eto- I- We use a SneII 0
VVIIoox DIgItaI Converter wIIII fItted WC Ior
Super VHS and III-8. AIso we do Standard VHS '_
I3 Speeds NTSC) VHS —C, Standard 8mm, '
Betamax, U—Matr'o SP and Betacem SP formats.
NTSC CAMCORDERS {USA SVstemI
.AIIaIIaOIe for IIIre {HI—8 and Super VHS)-

:5. VIDEO TAPE COPYING AND DUPLICA TION
CAII formats as above, pIus PIIIIIps 1500 at

'_if VIdeo 2000.
lSmaII dupIIoatIon runs In PA L, NTSC or
SECAINr
TRANSFER TO VIDEO VIA AERIAL IMAGE
MULTIPLEXERS

._; iCIne FIIm, sound or sIIent, 16mm, Super
‘_ 8mm, Standard 8mm and 9.5mm.

_ .35mm sIIdes usIng Two Projector DIssoIIre
-_ System Photographs {NegatIIIes or Pn'nts)

. ' PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS OR SLIDES FR_O__M
_ .Any VIdeo Image
.- IAny FIIm sIngIe frame-

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
iCameras a TIme Lapse VTR avaIIabIe for IIIre
ARCHIVE FILM LIBRARY AND SLIDES
.State your requIrements.

PLATO VIDEO
(Incorporating Visuai Image Production}
70 Richmond Hill
Bournemouth oi-Iz SJA —

PLAN VIDEO
Telephone 0202 - 554382I310355



CHEWE’I‘ BOOK SUPPLIES
155'? DICHSDN RDED, BIACKPOOL FYI EEU

TEL : {0253] T518553

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS AND TELEVISION
BOOK LISTING

Published regularly, containing hundreds of out-of—print, old
and collectible wireless and television books and magazines.

Includes many TV and broadcasting books.

Send four first class stamps for next copy or £2.25 for next
four issues.

TELEVISION AND WIRELESS SERVICE SHEETS AND
MANUALS

Thousands in stock from 19305 to 19803. SAE with enquiries
please.

VINTAGE VALVE LISTING

A listing of hundreds of unused/new valves of all types 1925 -
1975-, including most: television valves. SAE for list with your
requirements.

Write to Dept. E, CHEVET BOOKS, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, FYI 2EU. Telephone 13253—751858.

__
_.

..
/,

l



THE NATIONAL PUBLICATION
FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS

OF. OLD RADIOS AND RELATED ITEMS
PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Antique radio’s largest-circulation monthly magazine
5000+ subscribers!

sosseaiee TODAY
Only $1 I for a 6-month Trial

A typical 76-page monthly issue includes:
- SOD-plus Classified Ads
- Advertising for Services 6: Hard—to~F1nd Parts
- Informative Articles such as Company Histories.

Value Guides. Auction Reports. How-To. Photo
Reviews. Hints 8: Tips. Coming Events

A Sampling of the collecting areas covered:

..
_

—

Published by John V. Torrey. P.O. Box 2 ,  Caflislc. MA 01741 ’I

- 20's Battery Sets - 50's Plastic Radios . Horns 6: Speakers
- Crystal Sets - Television *- Telegraph Gear
. Wireless Gear *- Spark trs - Advertising
. Cathedrals - Early Tube trs . Novelties
- Tombstones - Comm. Receivers . Books. Magazines. etc.
- Classic Radios - Tubes ' Eta. etc.. etc.

l Yes, I want to subscribe to Ant ique Radio Classified! ' J1 I
Name Call
Address
City State Zip
Telephone-
[3 New El Renewal: SUB#: EXP: Early:

_ $11.00 B-months, by 2nd ciass mail Fwy“ mu:
__ $20.00 12-months, by 2nd class mail; _ $40.00 25-months cm: W-  [8:10
__ $30.00 12-months, by 1st class mail; __ seem 25-months - mfiTéiim-
__ Other: one: Foreign: saw. {air}

Make checks payable to nae. Mall to A.FLC., Po.  Box 2, Carllsle, MA can Sum“ W-

VISA. MC Card No. Exp-z

Paid :$ By {check} {cash]{Charge} 1 st issue: - For ARC:
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VintassTvfiRadio
We are collectors who have accumulated thousands of new—oid—stock parts, tubes,

books, etc. We have over 35,000 tubes ranging from “antique” collector tubes to audio tubes
and TV tubes.

We carry a line of Sprague capacitors, refinishing supplies, books on collecting and many
reproduction items including our exclusive line of reproduction radio and TV knobs.

Although primarily mail order, we do have a showroom with a display area of radios ,
TV‘s, parts and books for sale. We do not maintain regular business hours, but are available by
appointment. -

H U PING INTERESTS INCL UDE:
Pre— 1940 Eeniths
Battery Sets, Horn Speakers
TV’s prior t o  1950
Radio Advertising
Wurlitzer and  Seeburg Jukeboxes 193? Zenith

1933 Zenith
BOOKS FOR SALE

REFERENCE BOOKS
FLICK OF THE SWITCH, McMahon. The original bible for the collector. Over 1,030

radios from the  30’s to 50’s- 263 pages . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S 1 1.95
VINTAGE RADIO, McMahon. The original bible for collectors of earlier sets- Over 1,000

radios pictured -— made prior to 1930. 263 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S i  ‘1 .95
RADIO MANUFACTURERS OF THE 1920’s, Douglas.

Vol. 1 A-C Dayton thru Ferguson. 225 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $19.95
Vol. 2 Freed-Eisemann thru Priess. 266 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  524.95

RADIOS, THE GOLDEN AGE, Collins. Color photo book on popular catalins,
novelties and bakelites. 123 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  514.93

CLASSIC PLASTIC RADIOS OF THE 1930‘s 3: 1940's, Sidell. Over 200 catalin and
plastic models shown in color. 12? pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $19-95

ATWATER KENT ELECTRICAL VALUES. 24 page service manual supplement with values
of  all AK condensers and resistors in receivers produced up  to  1932. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55.93

PRICE GUIDES .
GUIDE TO OLD RADiOS, POENTERS, PICTURES, PRICES, Johnson. Over 350

photos and price guide to over 3,000 sets. 123 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6 -95
COLLECT OR‘S GUIDE TO ANTIQUE RADIOS, Burris. Over 400 color photos and price

guide to over 5,000 sets. l'i'fi pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $16.95
COLLECTING TRANSISTOR NOVELTY RADIOS, Breed. Value guide to figural radios.

500 full color photos. 213 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $24.95
LAWLOR’S RADlO VALUES. Newest price guide  t o  catalins,  character ,  mirrored,

novelty and plastic radios - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $12.50

All books are  soft cover. Add $1.50 pe r  order for book rate shipping or  $3.00 per  order for UPS Shipping-
Discover, VISA and MC accepted-

3498 WEST 105TH STREET ' CLEVELAND, OHIO 44111 ' llfi—fill-fi'lll



IF YOUR INTEREST IN COMMUNICATIONS EXTENDS TO
WIRELESS 0F DAYS GONE BY, YOU SHDUIJJ BE READING

I Whether that intermt is  in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio, in
nfilitary, aviation or marine communications. in broadcasting, or in
commercial radio systerns fixed or mobile, RABBI} BYGDNES is the
magazine for you.

I Articles on resterarion and repair, history, circuit techniques, persona] ities.
reminiscences and just plain nostalgia —~ you’ll find them ail- Pius features on
nmscums and private oolleetions, wirh colour photographs of some of their
most interesting exhibits.
I Covering developments from the days oi Hertz, Maxwell and Marconi
to the recenlpast, RADICII BYGDNES is edited by Geoff Amold GSGS‘R,
Editor of Marsran Megrrifiear and paeyionsiy Editor of Practical Wireless.
I RADIO BYGONES. which was launched in August 1939., is  published
six times a year. A subscription costs £13.51?! for one year by pest to UK
addresses, or £l4.5fl  to overseas addresses by surface mail. Airmail rates
can be quoted on recliner.
I If  you would like to see a sample copy, send £2.40 (£2.50 overseas} to the
publishers as the address below. RADIO BYGONES is not available at
nor-reagents.
I Please send payment by cheque or postal order to the Publishers at the
address below. {Overseas remittances must he in Sterling, payable in the UK.
Cheques must he drew on a London clearing bank}- Payment from the UK
or overseas by AecessJEuroeardfldastereard or Visa is also welcome; piease
quote your card number and expiry date. and your full more.

G C Arnold Partners, 3A Corie View Road, Corie Mullen,
Wimborne, Dorset BHEI 3L3, England —

A rerephane: ran: essm iii"-
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isfitted' with J
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THE MASTER VALVE
"’ .-1 cmnpiiment £0 a gland set"

@MULLARD LTD"  CENTURY HOUSE.  SHAFTESBU-HT  AVENUE.  LOHDDfi .  W .E .1 ‘
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MARKET PLACE

This is the area for buying and selling all kinds of things to do with teievision, new or old.

Want to join in? Then send us your advertisement: there is no charge, although if space 'is
short we may have to "prune" out the least relevant adverts or hold them over until next time.

Advertisements are normally inserted for two issues: please indicate if you wish your ad.
to run longer. There's no extra charge but we try to avoid repeating "staie" material.

Traders are also welcome here but we do require people who are commercial dealers to
state this in their advertisements. The letter (T) at the end of an advertisement indicates that the
advertisement is "trade"

Test card music is subject to the same rules of copyright as other recorded works and it
is unlawful to sell amateur or professional recordings of same. 405 Alive will not accept any
advertisements from persons engaged in this activity.

Also please note that we do not accept any responsibility 1for dealings resulting from these
advertisements, which are published in good faith. Replicas and reproductions may be difficult to
identify, so beware of any items Hof  doubtfui origin" and assure yourseif of the authenticity of
anything you propose buying. And try to have fun, after aii it’s only a hobby!

We have had a number of ads requesting 405 line recordings and circuit diagrams for
standards converters and Band l modulators — why haven't we printed them? wall. the ads for
videotape recordings were getting out of hand and there was no response to our idea of a
clearing house. Building a standards converter is a major undertaking (parts are likely to cost
£309 minimum) but  one ou r  members who has built one is now working on a set of printed-
circuit boards and parts lists. Watch this space! And two designs for modulators have been
pubiished in Television magazine — see issue i o i435 Hive, pages ifl f l  l'. We can supply
photocopies at flip a page.

. Piease note that we are not in a position to supply circuit diagrams, service sheets or
other informafion on equipment. For this you need to read the small advertisements below and
those published each month in Television magazine. But we wiii also print requests for help in this-
section o f  the newsletter. Most valves and other components are not hard to find: we-
recommend Billington Vaives {£1403 -2ID?19)_ Kenzen (fi l l -446 4346) Wi lson Valves-
(9453'5-6 |  l4) and PH Components {04?4—55951l). For hard-to—find transistors we have heard:
of AQL Technology (D252-34 |? i  I )  The Semiconductor Archives (DBI -69 i  T908) and
Vectis Components Ltd. (GFGS-$69335). 1|ii‘illould you like to recommend other firms? if  you
think a firm gives good service please tell us all!-

V IHTAGE TVs, rad ios and testgear Higginson; 28 High Street Mis te r ton
repaired and restored. Personal attention Doncaster Yorke, DN iD  4EU. (T). Tel:
to every iob and moderate prices. Estimates U42? - 3903363.
without obligation - deal with an enthusiast! -
(EMS and BATE: member} Please include FGH SALE: Valves for your 405 line W
SHE w i th  all enquiries - thanks. Dave (and other equipment) can beobtainetl' from
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Kenzen, Unit 9, IG-Zfl  George Street,
Balsa]! Heath, BIRMINGHAH B I I  9R6.
Send SAE for quotation by return o r
telephone [ I l l - 446  4346 or  {air {new
number - please note} 02 I-445 4145. Many
t housands  of new, boxed  valves at
unbeatable prices. We can also supply
components, e.g. "spot-tip-body“ colour
coded  res i s t o r s ,  w i rewound res is to rs ,
droppers, EHT capacitors, etc. etc. Send for
our latest 26 page catalogue of  goodies —
nnlyIr El plus A4 size SAE with 32p stamp
please. In terest ing i tems availabie now
include: ex-IBA UHF television transmitter
(parts of), about ”'2 tonne of est—BBC video
and audio equipment {mostly l 9 "  rack
mounting} and lots of I9"  video monitors.
Caliers welcome but please teiephone the -
warehouse first.[T}

FOR SALE: Printed circuit board for David
Looser's design of Band I modulator. Size
I60 1: ICE! mm, undrilled. i | 0 including post
and  packing. Dave Boynes, l 2  The Garth,
Wmlaton, Blaydon, NEII 6DD. Tel: D9l-4 I 4
435 I .

FOR SALE: liluminated diascope for LG.
camera, new condition, with power supply
for iamp- Siides onto lens, takes two 2" it 2"
slides ( l a t t e r  no t  suppl ied but  may be
avai lable a t  cos t ) .  £50  o r  swap.  Andy
Emmerson  GBPTH,  TH Falcut t  Way,
Northampton, MHZ BPH.

BOOKS FOR SALE:

All in good condition. The Superheterodyne
Receiver by Witts {Pitman, I936}; Classified
Radio Receiver Diagrams by Squire {Pitrnan,
I943}: Radio Receiver Servicing 3:-
Haintenance by Lewis (Pitman, I944};
Practical Wireiess Encyclopaedia by Camm
(Newnes, I94 I } ;  Naval Electrical Manual
1'IIloi. I— {HHSC}, I928}: Wireless Coils,
Chokes  3: T rans fo rmers  by Camm.
(Newnes ,  I 94  I ] .  M r  A. Wood, 59
Boothroyd Green, West Town, Dewsbury—,
Yorke, WF I 3 ZRQ.

FOR SALE: Pye video receivers [take 600
ohm baianced or ?5 ohm input and provide-
adjustable LF, HF and HF gain]. E l 5  each.
Michael Bond, BBS-53993.
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FOR SALE: The Wireless Constructor 's
Encyclopaedin [F.J. Camm), 4th edition,
I935. Verygood ooncEtion, 392pp. Price { f l
post paid [postage alone Is { I  .35}. R.W..]
Cottey, 9 Bowling Green, Cannington,
Bridgwater, Som., TA5 EHD.

FOR SALE: Thirty l95flsfofls TV vaives,
some unused. Radio 3: TV servicing book
I 9T5H6  mode l s ,  I 959  Dyna t ron
Buckingham W33 operating instructions.
{ I  5 the lot, postage at cost. Sony W9—9flUB
dual-standard 9" portable in. black, good
working order. £10, postage at cost. Barrie
Portas, 4- Sumn'lerfieid Avenue, Waltham,
Grimsby, DNEIIIr DNH. Tel: {14'32-324339.

FOR SALE:  Bush TVEZ, immaculate.
Genuine Bush Band III converter fitted.
Tatty service manual supplied. Sorry but
market forces mean that i t  has t o  be
expensive. 05ers over £260 please. Marconi
immediate post—war 9 ”  console set,
electrically complete, cabinet looks OK but
set back is missing the dome over the tube
neck. Ilfers from £59 ciown. Cossor black
Band I pattern generator, cheap. 2D EHT
probes for AVG-type meters, cheap. Box of
Radio 3: TV Servicing books, E l  each. Tony
Howard, Hilton Keynes 0908—3?3 I I4.

FOR SALE:  Book :  H in ts  for  Wireless
Designs for Amateurs, i 9 l  3, signed by the
author and inciuding other paperwork. B.
Codling, D494—EIT6BBD.

FOR SALE: The foiiowing TV sets, alE in
very good condition. Pye BI  8T 9" small table
model i IUG: Pye D IBT 9" small console
£100;  Pye BVEI} 9 "  smail  t ab le  mode l ,
amethyst screen IE I 0-D; Pye B‘II'EDC 9" small
console E EDD; lnv ic ta  T I  02  9 "  t ab le  set
similar to Pye BE-ET { {25 ;  Marconi WIFE—f3 i0 "
small tab ie  mociel f I 90 ;  Bush T‘U’i i 9 "
wooden forerunner of the W22 IE | 50; Bush-
T'II" l 2 9" bakeiite forerunner of  MI 15259;
Ekco TMBZFI 9-" Gypsy portable,
leatherette case £411 Also a Webmore
circuiar VHF  set-- top aerial E l l } .  Tubes:
Muliard HW3E- I4C “2 " ]  { I f } ,  Mazda
CRM I24 I: l 1") 1! l0, Ferranti T95 (9") boxed-
new oid stock £25. Copies of pre-war
Practical Television magazine, including-
issue no. I .  Seven issues in all from Sept.
I934 t o  April I935 {missing February] -
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what offers? Phone UBfl-STB‘H 6 (Stafis.}.

FOR SALE: Parts to make your own
modulator. Rediifusion modu la to r  cans,
unmodified — you need a pair for sound and
vision. IE I 0 a pair, data SUpplied [only three
pairs available}. Crystals for channel B | , pair
of sound 3: vision fi l l  {only two pairs
availabie]. Black plastic case {two available)
£3 .  All prices inc lude  inland postage.
Because quantities are limited please order
soon and either ring first to check availability
or  send SAE for return of your cheque i i
sold out. Andy Emmerson, T I  Falcutt Way,
Northampton,  NN2  BPl—I- Tele:  0604-
844 | 39.

FOR SALE:  RCA V ic tor  color  television,
circa Igfifl-  2 | " round tube, metal case with
wood 1finish, big, heavy, collectible — offers?
Important that it goes to good home. Lots of
BBC "white units", 435 monitors, other ex-
broadcast gear.  Brian Summers, Ha l -993
4?39.

FREE - YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
There's no charge at all if you're a
subscriber.--

FOR DISPOSAL:Sony Betamax video
recorder SLCI New heads but needs timer
and rewind attention. Service manual
available plus several LTSEI tapes. Make
nominal offer o r  swap for photographic
items. Also for sale: Garrard 4i}! turntable
with Decca FFSS arm and stereo head, Leak
Troughline tuner and Stereo 30 amplifier in
Largs cabinet, with matching Whariedaie
Lintons- Want {Hill} for this package.
Ferrograph industrial stereo tape recorder
{valve} £4D. Brian Hayward GBVXQ, 35
Dorchester Road, SolihulE, B9|  iLW- Tei:
D21 J05 3583-

INTERESTED I'n telephones and
telegraphs? The Telecom Heritage Group is
for you then, with four magazines and a
swapmeet a year. Send SAE to THG,  P.O.
Box 499, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow, G64 3jfi.

WANTED: I am looking for exampies of
early colour TVs, especially dual—standard
Bush, Murphy, Thorn, Pye or Decca models.
Anything unusual would be of  particular
interest- i am also seeking examples of two
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early post—war GEC models, BTFDQI and
BTEHT, and of course anything pre—war
{isn't everyone?!?). My telephone number is
Coddenham 0449 3'9-366. M ike  King,
Crowiielr-I Cottage, Stone Street, Crowiield,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 9TA.

WANTED:  Instruction books for Pye
VEIDIA television, Ferguson 382U radio,
Bush TRBEc radio and Pye P45 radio. Des
Griffey, Luton 0532—532 I44-

WANTED: buyl‘borrowiswap oid TV
programmes on lfimm fiim. l'm gradually
building up an interesting archive! Andy
Emmerson, T l  Falcutt Way, Northampton,
NN2 BPH- DED4~B44 | 30-

WANTE D:  Television Annuals for years
after I96 I . Basic Television part 2 {Technical
Press}. Andy Emmerson, Tl Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN2  BPH (tel: 0604 -
B44130}-

WANTED: Still hoping to find a pre—war TV
set, but also wanting any TV with a round
image tube, maximum 9“. I pay a good price
and ear: collect the sets. Rudi Sillen, Limberg
3 I ,  3-2230 HERSELT, Belgium. Tel: 0 [0  31
|4~546339-

WANTED: Pre-war TV, any make,  any
condition. Pye BIGT- CRTs 3B, 3,“ I5 and
33' l .  I can collect. Pre-war books on TV.
Data on Ekco TXI?5. Please help me with
standards conversion {DES->4D5 andfor
615->B|9 ] -  If you have a Philips 663A or
know of it, please exchange findings with
me.  Offered: he lp  with documentat ion.
Some crystais 4i .5I"1HI at cost (£6 each plUs
postage, o r  I. can bring them to  a
swapmeet). jac Janssen, Hoge Ham | I'LTd
SlflflD DONGEN, The Netherlands. Tel:
[evenings] from UK: El ID 3 i  l623- IBISHF-
Thanks!

WANTED:  Standalone teletext adapter,
especially the Ayr model. [1.] Smith, 5!}
Hollycroft, Hinckley, Leics., LE ii} ill-IG- Tel:
9455-635381

WANTED:  Pye V4 or VT-‘l TV, Pye
broadcast equipment, the mauve and  light
blue valve type- VVhat have you? Information
on the Pye Broadcast Statioon camera, type
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2 ]  30  oar. Need manual, lenses. any info.
Michael Bond, 0233-53990.

WANTED: Peto Scott H IST  or I 2 |6TTV
(circa l955}. Hr ]. D. Catt, SI Meller Close,
Beddington, Croydon, Surrey, CRO 4U B.
Tel: DB I~EBS 2309.

WANTED: Cheap dual-standard set within
sensible collecting distance of Leighton
Buzzard. Richard Dent, tel: 0525-3353311.

WANTED: oid ATV Television Show
Books ,  number 2 and  up .  Also wanted
Iomm opt. sound ATV logo, starts. H r  D.W.
Probert, l 6  Woden Road East, Wednesbury,
West Midlands, W510 0R6.

WANTED:  ITV year books from first
edition {1' | 962} to the East. Aiso printsi'slides
of test cardsi‘tuning signals used by the
BBCIITA. Maicolm O'Neill, 00 WelbecI-t
Road, Carshaiton. Surrey. 5H5 ITA. '

WANTED: The Authority's Transmitters (an
early ITV publication} and BBC television
publicity handouts of the P9505 and 605.
Andy Emmerson, T i  Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN2 BPH.

WANTED: OLD CAMERA TUBES and
similar imaging devices of various types and
age [and related data, etc.) sought for
historic (E) collection. Particularly welcome
would be an Orthicon, EHI  933i vidicons,
an Ebitron, an Image isocon or  a l .5"
vidicon. Tubes that are not operabie are
suitable, so if you replace tubes in cameras
please don't throw the old ones away but
contact Peter Delaney, 6 East VEEW Ciose,
Wargrave, Berks, ROI 0 BB} (tel: Wargrave.
0:344:13 I21}.
SWAP: I have user handbooks for the
Cossor models 93 HT and 934, also Bush
TV24 {the last is a bit dog—eared]. I'll be
pleased to swap all three for the Bush TV22
instructions {I don‘t want to seli them). Andy
Emmerson, 0604—84-4 l 30.

TELECINE (standard 8, super 3, 9.5 and
Ifimm) and 52510525 PAUSECAWNTSC
standards conversion work. Personal
service using professional equipment, by a
405 enthusiast at competitive prices. Send-
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large SAE for full details or describe your
specific requirements. We regret we cannot
handie 405fi525 conversions! Lionel Fynn,
Plato Video, 20  Richmond Hill,
Bournemouth, BH2 t'ijA. Tel: 0202-24332.

CALLING ALL DXers! Keep up to date
with Telerodio News, the only magaaine for
dedicated enthusiasts. Six issues a year cost
you iust £3.50 post paid, so send your name
and address with a cheque made out to HS
PUBLICATIONS, if Epping Ciose, Derby,
DE3 4HR.

AND IF YOU'RE AFTER THE VERY
LATEST INFO ON SATELLITE
TELEVISION ... you should be reading
Transponder, the definitive subscription
newsletter. For detaiis ring 0220-58009? or
send SAE to Transponder, PO.  Box i l l ,
Crewe, Cheshire, CW2 TBS.

RECOMMENDED SHOP: 1.3:  N.  Bull
Electricai, 250 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex
has old TV servicing equipment from time to
time, also obsolete and spare parts at
reasonable prices - Albert Pritchard.

NONI  - THE WORLD’S HOST
EXCITING CINEMA AND TELEVISION
MUSEUM.  South Bank, London SEI . Tel
0?i-92B 3535 {switchboard} or 0TI-40I
2636 {recorded information line}.

NOTHING to do with vintage TV but if
you are interested in the I'alternati'v'e" video
and independent TV production scene, you
may are to read Independent Media, a thick
monthly magazine costing i l .25. Full details
from independent Media, 1" Cainpbell Court,—
Bramiey, Basingstoke, Hants., RG26 EEG.
Telephone 0256 - 332032.

ON THE AIR Vintage Sound and Vision is- a
new venue for vintage broadcasting.
enthusiasts. Situated in Chester's major
antiques centre, ON THE A IR  has a
constam changing stock of vintage wireiess,
television and related items. Please write
{enclosing SAE] or phone for further details
and to ensure personal attention before
calling. Open Monday to Saturday |0.00' -
5.30. ON THE AIR, Melody's Antique
Galleries, 32 City Road, Chester. Tel: 0244 —
323963 or 66 l062.
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TEST CARD VIDEOS FIJI! SALE: 55
minute video presentation made for the
BATC "The Development of the TV Test
|I'Eard". Andrew Emmerson interviews
George Hersee, designer of Test Card F.
Lots of old test cards included.

Also "Exotic TV Idents'l but that is an
understatement. For this tape covers East ‘
Germany, USSR, Poiand, Czechoslovakia.
Estonia and Romania plus other exotic
locations such as Mongolia, Libya, Algeria,
New York, "BBC London" and many west
European countries and satellite channels. In
all there  are over EU test cards, station
idents, news programmes and start-of-day
recordings, lasting 49 minutes in all.
Explanato-Iy captions describe each segment
and the reoordtngs were made on broadcast
equipment in a W studio "somewhere in
Eastern Europe".

Both titles cost £9.99, VHS PAL onty. Please
allow l4  days for delivay. Andy Emmerson,
below.

TELECEHE: At last - an affordable teiecine
service! If you want lomm films (not other
gauges, sorry] transferred to VH5 but
cannot afford the usual charges, how about
giving me a call? You can collectfdeliver and
supply your own tape to save money 'rfyou _
prefer. Quantity prices are availabie, too. lamaIHflFE WE'RENUTDISERBING
Equipment has 430 lines resolution (better ?0UR EDENING _______
than S-VHS!) and handles optical and
magnetic sound. Ring or send SHE for
details. Andy Emmerson GBPTH, Fl Falcutt
Way, Northampton, NN2 BPH. Tel: 06114-
34-4l 3D.

BOOKS! Large new catalogue of second-
hand radio and TV books. Send four first
class stamps for one issue or £2.15 cheque
or postal order for next four issues. lI'Chevet

Books, l5}Ir Dickson Road, Biackpool, Lancs.,
FY! 2EU.Tel:{1253—?5|BSB.
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PAGES FROM THE PAST

i .  from Wi re less  Re ta i l e r
Broadcaster. August l4. l933'.

2. from Wi re less  & Elec t r i ca i
Trader. October I .  l949.

TELEVISION
TOPICS

‘RTE shall switch on Monday's pro-
gratuities, win-r: lile Alexandra

Palace rcsunn-s lint}: after its trverhaui,
with cri—tiral rapt-Manor- lill-"ill an},I
improvement in the signal he dist-ornihlel‘[ll'ilh their usual liltill"5i.}' “Jili-
engincel's “fill Ind. 5a]: that any improve-
ments have her-n made. tllli‘illg the last
three weeks- The}: will only confess that
there has been an overhaul.}

llanneurs have been (sawing.r round that  a
new transmitter is llt‘illg huiiz-F and peoplehave heen wondering whether it. is for.Birmingham or just an :‘llc-vandra Palacestand-5h}?- Eli-C. denies that anyapparatus 1:; helng made EJ-EflElllI- some forthe improved synchronising signaldeeided-

1.upon as a result of Scophony's representaitions. This gear is not. ready yet, and sosome weeks at least rnust elapse until the13-13-73. signal is suita'hle for systems withinert-ta-
This week’s picture shows a- controlpanel at the Palace. .at e a:
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595 T l i l i  ‘WlHIiLESS dbl}:

COSSOR INTRODUCE
EXTENSION VIEWING

Units Can lie Used 1With Any
TV Receiving Set

EVE of Show announcement by a -  {3.
(lessor. L td . .  is of a range of es.-

tension viewing units enabling tele-
vision to be extended from an].r ordinary
TV receiver to an},Ir other room in  a
house. and. within reason. to an}; dis-
tance.

The units have been developed by J- C- G .
Gilbert. I'd-Britilt-E- w i th  the £151~1i5fancn
of R -  S. Roberts and utilise part  of a. stan—
dard Cossor television chassis- Thee
include 3. RM.  loudspeaker. w i th  volume
control. power supplies. the scanning genera—
tors. Sync-separation circuits. video amplifier
and phase reversal valves: in  fact. the com-
plete receiver. less the fl -F -  strip- ' This
means a saving of about ii valves. and the
units _wili oheiousle work on ‘sels in ‘ll'tr
London or Birmingham {or other} art-as-

The}r Ina}r also be employed in  conjunction
with American television sets. without modi—
fication other than suitable adjustment of
the control provided- This point was
stressed in; Lord Burghley. chairman of
Cossor's. a t  a luncheon to the Press to intro-
duce the units in London on September at-

fine Connection Univ
The on ly  connection necessary to  the  ordin-ary vision receiver is one lead clipped to themodulator grid of the (lit. tube. This is iso-

lated from the  " s lave " un i t  luv a capacitor ,and close to this is a small cathode couplingunit which matains one valve [I'ed from wiresin  the cahle linlt to the “ slave "1- B1: adjust-
i ng  f - vo  t r immers .  f requency compensation andphase sh i f t  can  he  adjusted- { lace  set. thesedo not need rc-adjnsting-

The  un i t  also has  a special interference reduc-ing  feature. whereby: even i f  ign i t ion  and simifar
interference i s  v is ib le  on  the “ master  " set.i t  i s  rcdeeed or  e l im ina ted  on  the  “ slave " tnhe.

l{Zine or  two o f  these  “ slaves " connected toany domestic receiver have no effect on the
"maste r  " set:  the  s lave normal ly  works a tthe end of a 30ft special cable. but this 111.1]:
be  extended to ifl—Sflft o r  more .  a t  the demon-
stration. one  “ slave ” was work ing  at the  cur l
o f  a- lfiflft cable-

I n  and 15in Models
The slave unit can he attached and adjustedin  less than 11} minutes, and i t  cannot harm

the master set-  Two models w i l l  be  available.one with a table  cabinet and Ill-inch tube and
the other  a 15inch console. The iatter provides
a means for the 9-inch or  10-inch set. ownerto have a 15-inch tuhe picture for much _1css-than the cost of  a 15-inch complete receiver.

The performance. as  demonstrated. was en-
tirely satisfactory. with no  noticeable differ-ence in the quality of the master and slavepictures. Prices are not fixed. but the Ill-inmodel is likely to be under £40 including tax.
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GOOD HOMES WANTED!

The following items have been offered free of charge or almost free by their generous
owners, though they will doubtless accept small donations if you are pleased with
what you get! This latter kind of gesture goes down well since in many instances the
advertisers are not members of our group and are pensioners widows etc" Were no
phone number is given please enclose SAE with your letter, it’s only fair.

in each case the advertiser has agreed to hold the items for one month from
publication - after then it’  5 probably the corporation rubbish dump or an antique
shop. 1r"ou have been warned!

* Ph i l i p s  Dua l -L ine  ( conve r t i b l e ,  bu t  never  equ ipped  to r  525  l i nes} .  ll. Hague ,
Nottingham flfifl2-2TDdflE. .

* Cossor model 943  complete with service sheet .  George Tolley, Ednshiyn-s Road,
Berkharnstead, Herts., HPd SEN. Tel: fld‘dE—BTMEI.

* Half dozen old  TV sets free to enthusiasts. Some are 405 l ine  and were working
when transmission stopped rest dual-standard non-working. Adrian Hanwell. Norton
Villas, 59 Westem Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 431]. Tel: 0253—1102344 (work), 02??-
EET’IBS [home].

* Three chassis and two tubes from mid—l95fls Cossor 933A or 939A, free if collected.
Malcolm George, Manuden [near Bishops Stortford}. Tel: 02?9-313?2?.

HOW TO CONTACT 405 ALIVE
We want to hear from YOU! This is your magazine, so please send in your letters,

' notes and articles; don’t be bashful, other people will be  interested in what you're
doing! As we do this for fun, not  profit, we regret that we cannot pay for contributions
but authors are encouraged to retain their copyright and are free to publish their
articles in other publications as well. Send us your advertisements too.

if at all possible, please TYPE your contributions using a dark, black ribbon.
This enables them to be read straight into the word-processor by a document scanner.
Magicl

Contributions on computer disk are particularly welcome and your disk will be
returned. 1 can handle most variations of IBM PC and CPIM disks'1n 3. 5" and 5. 25“ size
but please process your words as an ASCII or WordStar file. l cannot handle Amstradi
PC‘W, BBC or Macintosh disks, and if m doubt please r i ng :first on fl6fl4-34413fl. Thanks.
You can now also far: your letters, ads and arlr'cles on {11564-321541
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THE BACK PAGE
I505 Alive is an independent, not—for—profrt magazine devoted to the study and preservation of

‘ old television technology and programming. It is soid by subscription only and thus has no cover
price: it is not subsicfised by any other organisation. Publication is- at approximately three month
intervals, normai in January, Aprii, July and October.

Correspondence is welconmd: write to the editor, Andrew Emmerson, TI'I Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN1 BPH. if your letter is not intended for publication please indicate this deady.
All letters are gratefuliy received and will be acknowledged in fine next issue if not sooner. if you
are expecting a reply you must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferably aiso your
telephone number [in case it is quicker to telephone a reply} - thanks.

Editorial policy. We print readers' addresses only in smaIl advertisements or when asked to.
We will always be happy to forward letters to contributors 'ri postage is sent.

Advertising rates. Ciassiiied: free to subscribers, { I  per advertisement for others. Display ads,
using your artworlc £5 per half page.

Copyright {1:} l 99 l  by Andrew Emmerson and contributors- EROE. Whilst every care is taken
in the production of this newsletter, the editor accepts no legal responsibility for. the advice, data
and- opinions expressed. No guarantee of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. The
contents of the newsietter are covered by copyright. Partial reproduction is allowed so long as
the source is quoted.

Exchange publications. You may wish to contact the following aliied interest groups {please
send SAE with all enquiries}.

BRITISH “Ni-AGE VIII'iRELESS SOCIElY: Gerald Wells, Vintage Wireless Museum, 23 Rosendaie
Road, London, SEZi EDS. '
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton GDANO, Grenehurst, Pinewood Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks, HPIZ 4DD.
NARROW BANDVVIDTH TV ASSOCIATION: Mr M Reynolds, 6a Collingbourne Road, London,
W12 0 Q.
TEST CARD CIRCLE: 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EH3 EDS.
IRESH VlNTAGE RADIO 3: SOUND SOCIETY: Vincent Farreil, 39A Lower Drumcondra Road,
Dublin 9.

We also read and recommend these other specialist publications of interest:
RADIO BYGONES, Ba Corfe View Road, Corfe Mullen, 1|III'III'in'Iborne Dorset, BHEI 3L2.
TELERADIO NEWS, if Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4HR.

_.WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend 5 copy - now you can t wait to receive your own copy four
times a year. This'Is what you do .

Send a cheque for E l i} (inland), E i i  {abroad} made out to Midshires Mediatech, which
wili pay for a year’s subscription {four issues}. The address is Tl Falcutt Way, Northampton,

‘NN2 BPH.
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